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1iUQbQW_YdgQcVU\dRidXUXQRYdeQ\\i_edbQWUTdXQddXYc
gQcQ`QccY^W`XQcUQ^TdXQd9^TYQg_e\TS_]URQS[d_
YdcS_bbe`dR\e^TUbY^W^_b]Q\Si1VdUbdXUU\USdY_^dXYc
X_`UXQcTYcQ``UQbUTRedgYdXdXYccU^cU_V
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he urban heartland in
T
Jammu & Kashmir
remained peaceful even as the
administration restored lowspeed mobile internet and
landline services and eased
restrictions on movement of
people in selective areas, but
the Line of Control (LoC)
became tense with an Indian
Army jawan succumbing to
fatal injuries in a ceasefire violation by Pakistan in Nowshera
sector of Rajouri district.
Defence PRO in Jammu
Lt-Col Devender Anand said,
“In the exchange of fire, 35year-old Lance Naik Sandeep
Thapa attained martyrdom.
He belonged to Village
Rajawala, Tehsil Vikas Nagar,
District Sahaspur, Dehradun.”
He is survived by his wife,
Nisha Thapa.
Life began limping back to
normalcy with the restoration
of 2G mobile internet services
in five districts of Jammu division and making of 17 telephone exchanges operational
across Kashmir Valley.
Now there are no restrictions in 10 districts of Jammu
with ongoing relaxation at
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Poonch, Banihal, Kishtwar and
Bhaderwah towns for the day,
Government spokesperson
Rohit Kansal told reporters in
Srinagar. As for the Valley, he
said relaxation has been provided in 35 police stations.
“The process of relaxation
and easing of restrictions is in
progress and most of the telephone exchanges in Valley
should be functional by Sunday
evening,” Kansal said.
Inspector General of Police
(IGP) Kashmir Swayam
Prakash Pani and Director
Information and Public
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Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna, the
country’s highest sporting honour, joining Asian and
Commonwealth Games champion wrestler Bajrang Punia.
The name of 48-year-old
Deepa, who won a silver in shot
put F53 category in 2016 Rio
Paralympics, was added for
the Khel Ratna by a 12-member selection committee on
the second day of the two-day
meeting here.
World No. 1 wrestler in
65kg, Bajrang was nominated
for the prestigious award on
Friday, by the panel headed by
Justice (Retd) Mukundakam
Sharma.
Olympic bronze medallist
boxer MC Mary Kom recused
herself from the meeting to

backed terrorists has managed
to sneak into the Kashmir
Valley in the last three days
despite the forces having foiled
as many as 12 infiltration
attempts along the Line of
Control (LoC) during the same
period. With a major attack on
the security installations by this
group now being apprehended, the security forces have
been asked to be on their
tightest vigil.
Incidentally, the infiltration by such a big group from
Pakistan Occupied Kashmir
(POK) to stoke violence is the
first such since the abrogation
of special status under Article
370 on August 5. Moreover, in

an apparent attempt to internationalise the Kashmir issue,
the Pakistan Army has stepped
up ceasefire violations also in
the last three to four days
attracting retaliation by the
Indian Army.
Admitting that the presence of a large and well-trained
group of Pakistan-backed terrorists is a matter of concern
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io Paralympics silver
medallist Deepa Malik was
R
on Saturday nominated for the

Relations Dr Syed Sehrish
Asgar were also present on the
occasion.
He added that in Jammu
division landlines services are
already functioning.
Kansal said the administration is closely monitoring
the whole situation and so far
no untoward incident has been
reported from anywhere in
the Valley.
He said the plying of public transport normally on the
roads is a good sign and there
are reports that the same has
been noticed in rural areas also.

aising the alarm bells for
the security establishment,
R
a group of 10-12 Pakistan-
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avoid conflict of interest as her
personal coach Chhotelal
Yadav was in contention for
Dronacharya Award.
She attended the meeting,
which nominated Bajrang for
Khel Ratna on Friday, but
skipped the whole of second
day’s proceedings.

major fire broke out on the
second floor of an All
India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS) building that
houses the teaching block here
on Saturday evening. Though
no casualty was reported, officials said the blaze destroyed
samples and medical reports.
Authorities at AIIMS
closed the adjacent emergency
department as a precautionary
measure. Patients from some
floors of the AB ward, close to
the Microbiology department
where the blaze started around
4.50 pm, were evacuated along
with those in operation theatres
above it as the smoke spread,
they said, adding the fire was
doused within two hours.
The Microbiology department’s virology unit has been
completely gutted, sources said.
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now, officials in the security
establishment said here on
Saturday.
At least 25 terror launch
pads were also activated in the
last few days in POK across
Poonch and Rajouri sector of
Jammu division, they added. It
indicates that the coming days
may see more bids by terrorists to sneak in.
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Former Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley is admitted at the
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of
the cardio-neuro centre,
housed in a different building
in the complex. And he is safe
there, sources said.
According to Atul Garg,
Chief Fire Officer of Delhi
Fire Services, a call regarding
the fire was received around

4.50 pm following which 34 fire
tenders were rushed to the
spot.
“The fire was brought
under control around 6.30 pm,”
said Garg. “The exact reason
behind the fire is yet to be
ascertained. Initial investigation
suggests short-circuit to be
reason behind the fire,” said a
fire official.
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t least seven companies have
A
confirmed
to
sign
Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with the Government
here during the maiden
Jharkhand BPO/BPM Summit2019 at Judicial Academy on
August 22, officials from the
Department of Information
Technology (IT) and eGovernance said on Saturday.
“Seven companies have
already confirmed that they
will be signing MoU with us for
setting up their BPOs (Business
Process Outsourcing) and
BPMs (Business Process
Management) in Jharkhand. IT
as well as non-IT companies
will open their BPOs in cities
here in the days to come,” said
IT Director Umesh Prasad Sah.
At least 30-35 national and
multinational companies are
likely to participate in the
summit, Sah added. According
to figures with the IT
Department, at least 25 BPOs
are already functional in
Jharkhand and they are providing employment to around
10,000 people. “The summit is
expected to generate at least
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7,000 new jobs in the BPO sector here,” said Sah, adding that
the new companies may start
operating out of Jharkhand
within the next six months.
The aim of the summit is
to promote BPO and BPM
units in the State and provide
a business-friendly environment to investing companies
through BPO/BPM 2016 policy of the Government. For
BPO companies, this would be
an opportunity to engage
directly with the Government
and share their intent for establishment and expansion of
existing units here.

State’s BPO/BPM Policy
2016 is targeted at making
Jharkhand a destination for
BPOs and BPMs in eastern
India. It offers conducive work
environment to the companies
and prospects for growth, said
officials from the IT
Department. The Union
Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology along
with Jharkhand Government,
National Association of Software
and Services Companies (NASSCOM) and Software Technology
Park of India (STPI) is organising the summit.
The Government here has
been on a mission to boost business here through investments.
In 2016, the Government held
its first Global Investors’
Summit under the banner of
Momentum Jharkhand. So far,
the State has held ground breaking ceremonies for 504 companies that signed MoUs during
the investors’ summit. These
companies are expected to generate at least 70,000 jobs. At least
five national and three international road shows were also
organised to spread awareness
about the scope of investment
in the State.
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rincipal Secretary to Chief
P
Minister Raghubar Das,
Sunil Kumar Barnwal on
Saturday launched Visitors’
Card, which will spread awareness about the various schemes
and works of the Government
to all the people who visit the
Chief Minister’s Office.
One half of the card will
have space for personal details
of the visitor, which he will
have to fill before meeting any
official or Minister.
The other half of the card
will carr y details about
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Government’s schemes and
works, he said.
The part of the card carrying details about Government’s
works will be given to the visitor while the part carrying the
visitor’s details will be sent to
the department or official he or
she came to meet.

Barnwal launched the visitors’ card in Ranchi on
Saturday and asked officials
from all the 24 districts to
implement the initiative in
their respective districts.
The
District
Administration in Deoghar
had taken a similar initiative
during the month-long
Shravani Mela.
The annual fair ideally sees
a footfall of several thousand
devotees every year. Similar visitors’ cards were distributed
among the visitors, many of
who came from other parts of
the country and even abroad.
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lmost every Indian knows about
The Mission Orbiter Mars
(MOM) or Mangalyaan, a space
probe, which was a success. Most of us
know that our country was the first in
the world to have achieved this success
at first go. The US failed four times
before it’s Mars mission was a success.
Russia has failed eight times. Therefore,
all kudos to the entire team of ISRO and
it’s scientists who made India proud and
in turn made every Indian proud of the
moment since it started orbiting since
September 24, 2014.
Mission Mangal tells this story — how
it all happened. It goes without saying that
to make the movie appealing for the
masses, there has been dramatisation by
director Jagan Shakti. Interestingly, it is this
dramatisation that keeps the viewers
engaged which could have otherwise been
another docu-film that would lost itself in
the many others that have been made over
the years.
Writer R Balki ensures that the viewers
are engaged with each of the characters.

A

Subtlety placed one liners that are his trade
mark give a sneak peek into the lives of the
scientists — their dreams, their quirks, their
problems and their daily struggles — has
an instant connect. The minute there is a
connect, there is a winner. So much so that
despite knowing the end result, one still
roots for the team to succeed.
Then, there is some great performance
by the actors. Akshay Kumar as Rakesh
Dhawan is absolutely brilliant. Passing the
spotlight to his women co-stars will win
brownie points from the women viewers.
Vidya Balan who plays Tara Shinde, the
project director exhibits an energy that
gives us a glimpse why some people
become scientists— they see, dream and
live it. Not many of us in jobs can boast of
this. HG Dattatreya who plays a wizened
scientist endears himself with his antics.
Sharman Joshi does his bit as do Tappsee
Pannu who may not be a leading lady here
but manages to make her presence felt as
does her Pink co-star Kriti Kulhari. Sanjay
Kapoor, who plays Vidya Balan’s husband,
is just as good. His angst that his children
are not confirming to what he thinks is
right is sweet and evokes laughter.
On the whole, the film captures the
lives of the scientists in a manner that is
heartwarming and truly inspiring.
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et another movie that released this week didn’t
need to be told how it ends. The Batla House
encounter is something that Delhiites are not likely
to forget anytime soon, nor for that matter is Delhi
Police. What really is the truth? Were the boys who were
shot innocent as claimed by their families? Or were they
guilty of the crime they were accused of? Is this what the
movie wants to ask? Or is it just trying retell the story as
it happened and reported by various newspapers?
It is all this and beyond since there are many events that
take place and Batla House is a story that needed to be told.
Not because in the end the police won but because we as
citizens of this country need to take a step back and view
some events without letting bias raise it’s ugly head. May be
the movie tries to drive home this point but the truth is: Is
a Class X student stone pelter innocent. He is a student. No
denying. But is he innocent? He may have been forced or
brainwashed. But the question still remains— is he
innocent? We all know that ignorance of law excuses no one.
What makes this film interesting is that director
Nikhil Advani manages to keep you interested in a movie
despite the fact that the event was so closely followed by the
entire nation — be it through newspapers or channels that
ran the story from every angle possible to get to the truth.
Then there is John Abraham. After being part of recently
released movies like Parmanu, Satyameva Jayate and
Romeo Akbar Walter, the actor has managed to finally find
a spot for himself that fits him to a T without making him
look uncomfortable.
The docu feel to the film because of the clipping from
real life footage gives Batla House a break from what would
otherwise become monotonous since it is a repeat of the same
thing. The item number by Nora Fatehi on the song O Saki
Saki provides a break as well.
Advani and his writer Ritesh Shah need to be
congratulated for making a movie that is not only intense
but engaging as well.
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he big cast line-up, the Quenton Tarantino
indulgence in a subject which he loves to
splash, the subject being Hollywood of the
late 60s, and the delightfully vague scheme of
things that pan out on the mountainous slide of
Boulevard Hollywood away from Hollywood
makes this movie a dishy one.
Not just the rakish cowboy in Leornardo di
Caprio but the rakish looks of his chauffeurbuddy-stuntman Brad Pitt make for a
compelling story. Yes, you may question the
hippie violence as a biased viewpoint,
playing to the hilt on a high platform, but it
is a typical Tarantino finish that plaques
the film with many groovy moments,
talking both of the rigours of being an
actor on the slide, living on borrowed
screen time and the plushness of being
the next door neighbour of someone as
big as Roman Polanski, with or woithout
his dreams-in-the-eyes wife, with blond
hair. Some may find the story of Rick
Dalton (Leo), a star-turned-villainturned-out-of-work-pushed-to Italian
westerns, as gloomy but Tarantino ensures
that there is much more mood in the film that
any other could have managed.
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Q Tell us about your character in Jaat Na Poocho Prem Ki.

°BWP[X]XBPZbT]P

°BWP[X]XBPZbT]P

I play Badal Ram, who belongs to a low cast.
He is confident and determined. His motto in life
is to uplift himself in the eyes of the society. He
falls in love with a Brahmin girl — Suman who
sees a potential in him. She is impressed by
his thoughts and his approach towards life.
Q How did acting happen?
Acting happened since I was four-year-old.
I started my career with a Marathi film
— Suna Yeti Ghara. Then, I went on
doing Dhangad Dhinga, Raju Chacha
and eventually entered the Hindi
industry with a kids-based show —
Shaka Laka Boom Boom.
Q How has the journey been?
My journey is amazing. I am
learning new things everyday. I feel
blessed to be a part of the industry.
Q There is a lot of break in your
career graph. Why?
After doing Shaka Laka Boom
Boom in 2006, I took a break from
acting because I wanted to focus on
my studies. Education is important for
moulding one’s personality and I
didn’t want to compromise on that.
Hence, the gap. After I completed my
graduation, I came back to work.
Q Any mantra that you follow in life?
Being an actor you have to keep
learning and growing. You can’t
stop.
Q A moment that made you feel
nostalgic...
The passion that entire unit
works with, makes me feel nostalgic
everytime I am on the sets. It is the
same as it was earlier, when I was a
child actor. All actors work with so
much dedication that I feel nothing
has changed since then. For Jaat Na
Poocho Prem Ki, we had to shoot in
Banaras in extremely hot weather.
But, the entire team was shooting
as if it was cool. This is the passion
and dedication that one needs
to have towards their work.
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rom clubs, pubs, cafes to the
extravagant shopping places,
Delhi never disappoints
anyone. It has something for
everyone. Apart from the night life,
the Capital is also famous for the
high-profile people that call the city
their home. Their lives has always
been of interest to the public. After
all who doesn’t want to have a
sneak peek into the lives of the
people with deep pockets. They are
the ones who make news on Page
3. Their lifestyle is nothing short
of a dream for the common man.
To take you through the daily
lives of these people and to show
what it takes to be a millionaire,
Zee TV has come up with a
unique concept — Dilli Darlings
— a reality show featuring 10
socialites of Delhi. The reality show
is different from what we have seen
on TV so far. It is not following the
footsteps of the usual reality shows,
it has much more to it — lots of
glamour. Not to mention what
happens when all the glamorous
ladies come together under a
single roof for kitty parties —
whole lot of drama and ego tussles.
First in the list of the highprofile women of Dilwalon ki
Dilliis Manya Pathak. Pathak is the
co-owner of Ministry of Beer
along with her husband Prateek
Chaturvedi. “I am an engineer and
an MBA. I believe in living life king
size. Apart from being the coowner of Ministry of Beer, I also
work as a consultant for embassies,
trade promotions and events. I
believe in making the most of life.
Beer is my first love,” she says and
adds that she is lucky.
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P[[bTcc^X]ca^SdRTP]T]cXaT[hUaTbW
RWPaPRcTa6dSXhPX]Xc³bd_R^\X]VbW^f
6dSXhP7d\PaXBPQWX?T1WPaX fWXRWXb
Q^d]Sc^aT\X]Sh^d^UcWTUaTTb_XaXcTSP]S
WP__hV^[dRZh6TTcPZP :PaTT]P:P_^^a
cWPcf^]WTPacb^U\X[[X^]b?^acaPhX]VcWT
a^[T^U6dSXhPfX[[QTSTQdcP]cPRcaTbb
BPaXZP1PWa^[XhPP]PcXeT^U6fP[X^a
B_TPZX]V^]P]d]RP]]haTbT\Q[P]RT
QTcfTT]cWTcf^RWPaPRcTabP]TgRXcTS
BPaXZPbWPaTS)°8aT\T\QTacWTUXabccX\T8
WTPaScWT]PaaPcX^]^U6dSXhP³bRWPaPRcTa
caPXcbcWTUXabc]P\TcWPc_^__TSX]\hWTPS
fPbcWPc^U6TTc8cXb\hP[[cX\TUPe^daXcT
RWPaPRcTa4eT]cW^dVW6TTc³b_Tab_TRcXeTb
^]cWX]VbfTaTb^SXUUTaT]chTcWTa
^_cX\Xb\X]TeTahbXcdPcX^]Qa^dVWcb\X[Tb
c^^daUPRTbCWT^]TcWX]VcWPcR^]]TRcb
6dSXhPfXcW6TTcXbcWTXabT[U[^eTP]ScWTXa
PQX[Xchc^bcPh^_cX\XbcXRX]TeTahbXcdPcX^]
9dbc[XZT6TTc6dSXhPQWXP_]X UPe^daXcTWPX
BWT³bRP_PQ[T^UUX]SX]VWTa^f]WP__hQXcb
X]TeTahbXcdPcX^]fWXRWXbPaPaT`dP[Xch
cWTbTSPhbBWTS^Tb]³cWTbXcPcTc^b_TPZ
WTa\X]SfXcW^dccWX]ZX]VPQ^dcW^f_T^_[T
\XVWc_TaRTXeTXc?^acaPhX]V6dSXhPWPb
QTT]^]T^UcWTQTbcSTRXbX^]b^U\h[XUT8
R^d[S]³cWPeTPbZTSU^aPQTccTaRWPaPRcTa
cWP]cWXbc^\PaZ\hSTQdc^]cT[TeXbX^]±

cX\TbcWThWPeTbcadVV[TSc^b_T]Sb^\T
`dP[XchcX\Tc^VTcWTa3^=^c3XbcdaQ XbcWT
bc^ah^UTeTahR^d_[T¯Ua^\cWTXa
aT[PcX^]bWX_fXcWTPRW^cWTa³bUP\X[XTbcWTXa
d]bdRRTbbUd[caX_bP]SSX]]Ta_[P]bP]ScWT
bPRaXUXRTbcWTh\PZTU^a[^eT¯QdcP[[^U
cWXbTg_[PX]TScWa^dVWPZThW^[TX]cWTU^da
fP[[b^UcWTXaQTSa^^\
<P]PbXaTeTP[b)°8cfPbVaTPcUd]
_dccX]Vc^VTcWTacWTfW^[TcTP\QTRPdbT8
fPb]^cYdbcX]e^[eTSPbP]PRc^aQdcP[b^Pb
P_a^SdRTaX]bTccX]Vd_cWTfW^[TbW^f8c
fPbP\PiX]VP]SPccWTbP\TcX\T
RWP[[T]VX]VQTRPdbT8fPbf^aZX]VfXcWP
cTP\8WPS]³cf^aZTSfXcWQTU^aTX]P]Tf
RXchfXcWPbTc^UT]cXaT[h]Tf_T^_[T1dcXc
fPbUd]QTRPdbTaXVWcUa^\cWTSXaTRc^a^U
cWTbW^fBP]STT_?PcT[P6dYPaPcX
UX[\\PZTac^cWTfaXcTab<XcPXP]S=TWP[
fW^WPeTfaXccT]bd_TaW^c6dYPaPcXUX[\b
P]Sc^PRc^a<P[WPaCWPZPacWTQXVVTbc
]P\TX]6dYPaPcXRX]T\Pc^SPh8fPbaTP[[h
c^_dcc^VTcWTaPcTP\fWXRWfPb0R[PbbX]
cTa\b^U`dP[Xch±
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B^]hB01XbP[[bTcc^cPZTcWTPdSXT]RT
^]P\PVXRP[Y^da]ThfXcWXcbd_R^\X]V
bW^f1PP[eTTaATcda]bCWT]TfbTPb^]^U
cWTcW^a^dVW[h[^eTSUP]cPbhXbaTPShc^P\_
d_cWTX]caXVdTfXcWXcb_a^\XbX]VRPbcP]S
P]X]cT]bT[hVaX__X]Vbc^ah[X]T
CWTbW^f_a^SdRTSQh>_cX\hbcXg
4]cTacPX]\T]cfX[[cPZTcWTeXTfTab^]P
a^[[TaR^PbcTaY^da]ThPa^d]ScWT\PVXRP[
[P]Sb^UV^^SP]STeX[PbcWTXaUPe^aXcT
bd_TaWTa^1PP[eTTaPccT\_cbc^bPeTcWT
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0RcaTbbbX]VTacWTPcaTPacXbcP]SP
_a^dS\^cWTa<P]PbX?PaTZW6^WX[WPb]^f
PSSTSP]^cWTaUTPcWTac^WTaRP_BW^fTaTS
fXcWX]RTbbP]c[^eTU^aTeTahcWX]VbWTWPb
cPZT]d_cWT_^_d[PaPRcaTbbWPb]^f
cda]TS_a^SdRTaU^a<G4gR[dbXeT3^=^c
3XbcdaQ ®P]SbWTWPb[TUc]^bc^]T
d]cda]TSBWTbcPabX]cWT[TPS^__^bXcT
0\SPePSXWTPaccWa^Q<P[WPaCWPZPa
3XaTRcTSQhBP]STT_?PcT[^U;^eT=X
1WPePX UP\TcWTbW^fRP_cdaTbcWT[XUT^UP
\PaaXTS6dYPaPcXR^d_[TcWTTeTahSPh
R^]eTabPcX^]bcWPccWThWPeTQTWX]SR[^bTS
S^^abX]cWTXaQTSa^^\P]ScWTX]]d\TaPQ[T

PdSXT]RTbfXcWXcbSPii[X]VSP]RT
_TaU^a\P]RTb^USXUUTaT]cRT[TQaXchR^d_[Tb
4eTahfTTZcWTR^]cT]STab_dccWTXaQTbc
U^^cU^afPaSc^X\_aTbbQ^cWcWTYdSVTb
APeTT]PCP]S^]P]S0W\TS:WP]c^bR^aT
c^__^X]cbP]SVTcPWXVWUXeTUa^\cWT\>]
cWTaTRT]cbW^^cBWaPSSWP0ahPWPSPeTah
R[^bTbWPeTfWX[TSP]RX]V
FWX[T_TaU^a\X]VPUP]cPbcXRSP]RT
BWaPSSWPP[\^bcbdUUTaTSPVaXTe^dbX]Ydah
FWX[T_TaU^a\X]VP_PacXRd[PabcT_0[P\
[^bcWXbVaX_\^\T]cPaX[hfWXRWaTbd[cTSX]
BWaPSSWPb[X__X]VUa^\WXbPa\bP]S
Qd\_X]VWTaWTPS^]cWTSP]RTU[^^aBWT
TeT]Ua^iTU^aPbTR^]SfWX[TSP]RX]VQdc
Q^cWcWTSP]RTabR^\_[TcTScWTT]cXaTPRc
fXcW^dcP]hXbbdTb

BWaPSSWPbWPaTS°8cfPbPeTahX]cT]bT
PRcU^aQ^cW0[P\P]S\T4eT]SdaX]VcWT
aTWTPabP[bfTWPSc^QTU^RdbTSc^T]bdaT
cWPcP[[cWTbcT_bPaTQTX]VS^]T_a^_Ta[h
FWT]fT_TaU^a\TSX]Ua^]c^UcWTYdSVTb
P]ScWTPdSXT]RTSdTc^PbdSST]b[X_
0[P\[^bcWXbVaX_P]ScWPc\PST\TUP[[
Ua^\WXbPa\bCW^dVW8SXS]³cbdUUTaP]h
\PY^aX]YdahPcP[[XcSTUX]XcT[hfPbP]TaeT
faPRZX]VTg_TaXT]RTU^aQ^cW^Udb8V^cP
b\P[[Qd\_^]\hWTPSQTRPdbT^UcWTUP[[
P]SSXSV^Q[P]ZU^aPbTR^]SfWX[T
_TaU^a\X]VFTbcX[[R^\_[TcTScWTT]cXaT
_TaU^a\P]RTfXcW^dcbc^__X]VP]SPaTbdaT
cWPccWTPdSXT]RTbfX[[[^eT^daPRc±
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d_^]dbFXcW1PP[eTTaATcda]b QTX]VTeT]
\^aTVaP]S8P\bdaT_T^_[TPaTV^X]Vc^
[^eTXc8cXbb^\dRWUd]c^QTP_Pac^UcWT
bW^fTb_TRXP[[hbX]RTXcXbPUP]cPbhbW^f
P]SP[[PQ^dcbd_Ta_^fTabP]SVPSVTcb±
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=P\PW0]P]c\XcaPcPZX\PWPVPcWP fWXRW
XbQPbTS^]cWTUaXT]SbWX_^UcWTcf^V^Sb
Ua^\7X]Sd\hcW^[^VhBWXePP]SEXbW]dP
]TeTabTT]QTU^aTaT[PcX^]bWX_^UcWTcf^
bRW^^[^UcW^dVWcT]cXcXTbP]SSXeX]XcXTb
CWXbXbcWTUXabccX\TTeTaX]cWTWXbc^ah
^UcT[TeXbX^]fWTaTPbW^fWPbQTT]\PST
^]cWT[X]Tb^UBWXePP]SEXbW]d³bUaXT]SbWX_
P]SP[[cWTSPX[hb^P_[^eTabfX[[QT
T]cWaP[[TSc^fXc]TbbcWT\PVXR^UcWTXa
UaXT]SbWX_FWX[TEXZZPb<P]PZcP[PWPb
QTT]a^_TSX]c^TbbPhcWTa^[T^U;^aS
BWXePBPeXCWPZdafX[[TbbPhcWTa^[T^U[^aS
EXbW]d
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he
Department
of
Agriculture has decided to
T
send a final report on the
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overnor Droupadi Murmu
will inaugurate ‘Mega
G
Women’s Health Camp’ and
‘Jyot Se Jyot Jalao Abhiyan’ on
the initiatives of Women
Doctors Wing, IMA Jharkhand
, Kashyap memorial Eye
Hospital and State Health
department at Khunti Sadar
Hospital on Sunday, August 18.
AIIMS, New Delhi trained ophthalmologist from Kashyap
Memorial Eye Hospital Dr
Bibhuti and his team will check
up patients losing vision due to
diabetes, glaucoma and cataract.
The camp will run from
9AM to 5 PM at Khunti Sadar
Hospital, where apart from the
Governor, Minister Neelkanth
Singh Munda, DC, Khunti
Sooraj Kumar will also be pre-

3a1XQWdcX:PbWhP_RWTRZX]Vd__PcXT]cb
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sent. A Digital Video Colposcope
and Cryo machine set funded by
local MLA and Minister
Neelkanth Singh Munda will also
be entrusted to people of Khunti
by the Governor.
Under the ‘Jyot Se Jyot Jalao
Abhiyan’ the medical team will
check up patients losing vision
due to diabetes, glaucoma and
cataract. The patients will be

checked up free of cost under
Ayushman Bharat scheme.
Under the Mega Women’s
Health camp women will be
checked up and medicines of
Iron Folic acid and Calcium for
one month will be provided
free of cost to them.
Leukorrhea patients will be
provided Kit 2 and Kit 6 tablets
for free.

drought-like situation here to
the Centre on August 31 and
seek necessary intervention
depending on the situation,
officials from the Directorate of
Agriculture said on Saturday.
According to figures with
the Directorate, Jharkhand,
which witnessed a rainfall
deficit of 35 per cent by the
beginning of July, received 75
per cent of ideal rainfall in July
and 80 per cent of ideal rainfall in the month of August so
far. Rains since mid-July have
somewhat made up for the
deficit during the advent of
Monsoon here, officials said.
“We had decided to take a
call on the situation after
August 15. The good news is
that many parts of the State
have witnessed heavy rainfall
lately and the situation is
improving. We will send a
final review report to the
Centre on August 31 and seek

8fgW`ceZ^V]jaV_dZ`_e`cVeZcVUeVRTYVcd
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overnor cum Chancellor of
Universities in State
G
Draupadi Murmu said on
Saturday that the Department
of Higher and Technical
Education
and
Skill
Development alongwith State
run universities should be serious about ensuring timely pension payment to the retired
teachers. She said that it has
come to the knowledge from
different sources that some
retired teachers’ pension has not
been finalized even after years
of their retirement and asked to
solve the matters at the earliest.
Holding a review meeting
of the Department of Higher
and Technical Education and
Skill Development here on
Saturday the Governor
instructed the officials that
they should complete the
process of affiliation of engineering colleges set up in
Dumka and other places so that
the students could take up

their exams in set time. It was
said in the meeting that the
matter will be put up in the
Cabinet meeting soon and
approval will be taken.
The Governor also
reviewed the process of promotion of tribal languages
teachers and asked to provide
Central University Jharkhand
sufficient land. She instructed
to set up Degree College in
Urimari and Potka areas. The
department Secretary said on
the occasion that a land piece
has been marked at Badkagaon
and the Government plans to
set up degree colleges in each
Assembly segment. The
Governor also instructed to fasten the process of establishing
women’s university and focus
on creating posts there.
During the meeting the
Governor also asked to create
post of Fianance Officer at
Binod Bihari Mahto Koylanchal
University. Discussing the creation of Tribal University in the
State, she said that Bahragora

ccording to instructions
issued by Department of
A
Financial Services (DFS), Lead
6^eTa]^a3a^d_PSX<da\dW^[Sb\TTcX]VfXcW7XVWTaP]SCTRW]XRP[4SdRPcX^]
P]SBZX[[3TeT[^_\T]cST_Pac\T]c^UUXRXP[bPcAPY1WPfP]X]AP]RWX^]BPcdaSPh
?X^]TTa_W^c^

would be the appropriate place
for the purpose as it is closer to
both Odisha and West Bengal.
The Chancellor also asked to fix
a minimum teaching duration
for guest teachers in universities so that the teachers can get
honourable remuneration. She
also talked about full-fledged
working of chancellor portal
from next session.
Secretary of Higher and

#%SfdVdTYVT\VUe`
acVgV_eecRWWZT\Z_X
Wc`^UZdecZTe

technical Education and Skill
Development department
Shailesh Kumar Singh,
Principal Secretar y to
Governor Satendra Singh, Vice
Chancellor of SKMU Dr MP
Sinha, Director Higher
Education Shailesh Kumar
Chaurasiya, Director Technical
Education, Arun Kumar alongwith several other officers were
present on the occasion.

than its normal monsoon
quota. The delayed onset of
monsoon caused a rain deficit
of at least 33 per cent last year
in June, which disturbed the
sowing process.
This year, the opposition
parties have been mounting
pressure on the Government to
declare entire Jharkhand
drought-hit. Jharkhand Mukti

2_9X_\TccdbQdUWYSQ\
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Bank of Jharkhand, Bank of
India (BoI), Ranchi Circle held
a strategic discussion programme in the State Capital on
Saturday for its Branch Managers
of all 108 branches in Jharkhand.
Speaking as Chief Guest
on the occasion Joint Secretary
DFS, Madnesh Kumar Mishra
informed the bank officials and
branch managers about importance of the programme. BoI
Jharkhand and Chhatisgarh,
Circle Chief General Manager,
Chandrashekhar Sahay motivated all the branch managers to
accelerate distribution of

9^X]cBTRaTcPah35B<PS]TbW:d\Pa
<XbWaPP[^]VfXcW^cWTabSdaX]VP
_a^VaP\\TX]AP]RWX^]BPcdaSPh
?X^]TT_W^c^

Education Loan, Mudra Loan,
Farmers Welfare Schemes and to
accelerate other Social interests
banking facilities and services.
Circles Manager of BoI
Ranchi Circle, Tejeshwar
Patnaik inspired all the bank
officials and branch managers
to use digital banking products
and improve cashless transaction system in large scale.
Deputy Circles Manager of
BoI Ranchi Circle, Umesh
Kumar Rath motivated the
bank officials to improve financial inclusion related to the
bank. The programme will
continue till Sunday.

5^aTbc3T_cQTVX]bf^aZc^
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aising cases of man-animal
conflict has become a reaR
son of concern for the Forest,
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bid to prevent trafficking
from the Khunti disItrict,nofagirls
around two dozen buses
were checked randomly by district child protection officer
(DCPO), Child Welfare
Committee, Khunti police and
officers of district administration on Saturday morning.
The checking drive was
conducted on the direction of
Deputy Commissioner of
Khunti Suraj Kumar and is a
part of a drive to curb human
trafficking from the district.
Kumar said, “We have
information that girls are trafficked from Khunti in morning
buses so the officers have been
directed to conduct random
checking of buses at least two
to three times every month.”
While no case of trafficking
was detected in the 24 buses
which were checked, the drive
also proved to be a mode of
spreading awareness among the
drivers and conductors of the
buses. CWC member Baidnath
Kumar said, “We informed them
about how human trafficking is
an organised crime and asked
them to contact police or Child
Line if they see someone with a

necessary interventions as per
the requirement,” said Deputy
Director of Agriculture,
Mukesh Sinha.
Agro meteorological scientists, however, feel that the
recent rainfall will improve
the condition of farmers, who
are still recovering from the
jolts of a major drought last
year. “After the initial dry spell,
rains have lashed many parts of
the State and the deficit has also
reduced. The situation is
improving,” said A Wadood,
Agro meteorological scientist at
Birsa Agriculture University
in Ranchi.
In 2018, the State declared
18 of 24 districts droughtaffected. As many as 93 blocks
were declared severely affected,
while 36 were told to be moderately affected. As per weather experts, seven districts —
Koderma, Bokaro, Chatra,
Deoghar, Garhwa, Khunti,
Pakur — recorded rain deficit
of 40 per cent and above during monsoon in 2018.
Koderma and Pakur districts
received 55 per cent less rains

2F2\T\QTabP]S:Wd]cX_^[XRTR^]SdRcPQdbRWTRZX]VSaXeTPVPX]bccWTWd\P]
caPUUXRZX]VX]:Wd]cXSXbcaXRc^]BPcdaSPh
?X^]TTa_W^c^

child acting suspicious.”
Apart from this a number of
steps are being taken by the district administration to deal with
the crime of human trafficking.
DC said, “A direction has been
given to the concerned officers
to verify the whereabouts of the
children who have been rescued
from the clutches of human trafficking and rehabilitated in the
last 10 years. This is to create a
database of rehabilitated children and ensure that they are not
re-trafficked and are linked to
mainstream.”
CWC member Baidnath
informed that according to the
data available with the committee, every year, around 200 rescued children return to Khunti.
“We are taking the help of Child
Line and local NGOs to trace all
these children. They have
already been provided the list

with name and address of every
child rescued and rehabilitated
in the last 10 years and the work
has started. A final report will be
submitted to the DC by the end
of this month,” he said.
Wanted trafficker Pannalal
Mahato, who has allegedly trafficked over 10,000 girls from the
State, mostly Khunti, was arrested by the district police around
a month ago. DC said that while
his arrest has helped break the
nexus, the district administration
is now working on identifying
those who worked with him.
“Pannalal is behind bars
but it is equally important to
identify those who worked
with him as they might in
future start working with someone else. An identification
drive is ongoing at all the susceptible areas in the district to
nab such people,” he said.

Environment and Climate
Change department and a
number of measures are being
taken by the department to
reduce such cases.
As many as two people
were killed on Thursday in different incidents and one was
injured by elephants on
Wednesday night.
Augustin Topno (28) of
Talda village was trampled to
death by an elephant which
entered the village while in
another case, Mary Devi (75) of
Nichitpur village, who was
sleeping in her house was trampled to death by an elephant
that broke the door of her
house in search of grains kept
inside. Both the villages were
come under Rania police
Station of Khunti district. In
another case, 75-year-old
Sanika Munda of Karra
(Khunti) was trampled by an
elephant on Wednesday night
and later referred to Rajendra
Institute of Medical Science
(RIMS) for treatment.
Following the increasing
number of cases of man-elephant conflict across the State
in the last few months, Forest
department, on Saturday issued
a public notice informing people about steps to be taken from

PS, Ranchi (Class III-V)
students mesmerised audiD
ences while celebrating their
Annual Function “Yugaantar”
here on Saturday with their
extraordinary performances.
Justice Sujit Narayan Prasad,
Justice SN Pathak, Justice Anil
Kumar Chaudhary, Justice
Kailash Prasad Deo, Justice
Sanjay Kumar Dwivedi, and
Justice Deepak Roshan graced
the occasion.
The programme began
with the rendition of the welcome song which was an amalgamation of all the foreign
languages like French, German,

Japanese and Spanish, that are
being taught in the school to
nurture them into global citizens. This was followed by an
extravagant instrumental symphony called “Rhapsody”.
Principal Ram Singh
addressed the audience, appreciating the flamboyance of the
students and congratulated
them for showcasing a quintessential performance. He emphasised that the junior wing is the
foundation of any school and
needs to be well prepared for the
secondary level of education. He
said that parents’ role in student’s personality, career guidance and overall development
cannot be ignored. He appreci-

ated the idea of including ability test to develop the analytical
skills, logical reasoning & thinking capabilities of students and
preparing them for the relevant
competitive exams.
The students performed a
Dance-Drama known as
“Anvarat...Change is constant”. It
was an exhilarating performance
accompanied by the exceptional lighting, sound effects, and a
strong message of “Change is the
law of nature”. The performance
was based on the fact that
Change is the only constant phenomenon which is continuous
and inevitable. After an invigorating performance, the scholars
were felicitated and also “DIPS

TIME”, the annual school magazine was released.
The next was a well-executed dance presentation by
the students of Deeptabh which
captivated the audience. The
revered guests complimented
the students for their laudable
and praiseworthy presentation.
They were visibly impressed by
the impeccable performance
showcased by the students.
Justice Sujit Narayan Prasad
mentioned about ‘Deeptabh’ as
an important contribution by
DPS Ranchi and a splendid
social initiative by the school,
which reinforces ones faith in
humanity. He was impressed by
the noble act especially because

bursed an amount of Rs 5,000
for each acre of land to at least
13 lakh farmers who had registered under the scheme.
Agriculture Secretary Puja
Singhal said that the scheme
will provide relief to farmers in
case Jharkhand has to suffer
from another year of drought.
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D]X^]1P]Z^U8]SXP^aVP]XbTS<B<42dbc^\Ta1P]ZTa\TTc^]0dVdbc
#fWTaTX]STcPX[TSSXbRdbbX^]WT[S^]RWP[[T]VTbP]S^__^acd]XcXTb
PccPRWTSfXcW<B<4bTRc^aP]SQTbc_^bbXQ[Tb^[dcX^]cWTaT^U?aPeTT]
BWPa\P5XT[S6T]TaP[<P]PVTaAP]RWXP]SEX_P]BX]VWATVX^]P[7TPS
AP]RWXX]cTaPRcTSfXcWcWTRdbc^\Tab_aTbT]cX]cWT\TTcX]V2dbc^\Tab
Ua^\9P\bWTS_daP]S1^ZPa^P[b^PccT]STScWT\TTcQTbXSTbcW^bT
Ua^\AP]RWXCWT<PX]0VT]SP^UcWT\TTcX]VfPbc^X]cTaPRcP]S
SXbRdbbfXcW2dbc^\TaaTVPaSX]VcWTXa_a^Q[T\bUPRX]VX]UX]P]RTP]S
]TRTbbPahbcT_bc^QTcPZT]c^PSSaTbbcWTbP\T1P]ZP[b^ST[XQTaPcTb
^]SXUUTaT]c<B<4?a^SdRcb^UUTaTSQhcWT1P]ZP]SfWXRWXbbdXcPQ[T
c^cWTXaQdbX]TbbaT`dXaT\T]c2dbc^\TabfTaT\PSTPfPaT^UR^[[PcTaP[
UaTT[^P]bR^eTaTSd]STa26C<B4P]SXcbUTPcdaTbfWXRWPbbXbc
T\TaVX]Vh^d]VT]caT_aT]Tdabc^aTP[XiTcWTXaSaTP\
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0b_TRXP[\TTcX]V
U^a<B<4
Rdbc^\TabfPb
^aVP]XbTS^]
BPcdaSPhQh
D]XcTS1P]Z^U
8]SXPAP]RWX
1aP]RWCWT
\TTcX]VfPb
RWPXaTSQh2WXTU
ATVX^]P[
<P]PVTaBdSWXa:d\PaBX]WPfW^[XbcT]TSc^cWTbdVVTbcX^]b^UcWT
Rdbc^\TabbTaX^db[hP]SX]bcadRcTSc^X\_[T\T]ccWT\PccWTTPa[XTbc
8]cWTR^]cT\_^aPahTR^]^\XRbRT]PaX^BX]WPP]P[hbTScWTfPhbP]S
\TP]bc^WT[_<B<4Rdbc^\TabP]SbPXScWPccWTQP]ZfX[[_a^eXSTP[[
_^bbXQ[Tbd__^acc^cWT\2WXTU<P]PVTa^UcWT1aP]RW3TT_PZ:d\Pa
BX]WPP[b^PSSaTbbTScWT\TTcX]VP]SST[XeTaTScWTe^cT^UcWP]Zb
CWTRdbc^\TabX]R[dSTS6PdaPe1dSWXhP=XZWX[9PX]<PWTbW<PWc^
AP\YX?aPbPSB:BWPa\PBd\P]:d\PaBX]VW6WP]bWhP\0VaPfP[
0QWXbWTZD_PSWhPh<SYd]PXSP\^]V^cWTab
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0X\TSc^VT]TaPcX]V
XSTPbP]SaTeXTfX]V
cWT_TaU^a\P]RT^U
QP]ZbP]S
R^\_[TcX]VcWTUXabc
_WPbT^UcWT
R^]bd[cPcX^]_a^RTbb
STbXV]TSc^R^\QX]T
cWT\fXcW]PcX^]P[_aX^aXcXTbPbSXaTRcTSQh3T_Pac\T]c^U5X]P]RXP[
BTaeXRTb35B6^eTa]\T]c^U8]SXPPc2P]PaP1P]ZAP]RWXATVX^]P[
>UUXRTWT[SP\TTcX]V^]BPcdaSPhCWTQaP]RWWTPSb^U2P]PaP1P]Z
bWPaTScWTXaeP[dPQ[TeXTfbfXcWP]PRcX^]_[P]ZTT_X]VX]\X]ScWT
a^[T^UcWTQP]ZX]cWTR^]RT_c^UP[[a^d]SSTeT[^_\T]c^UcWT]PcX^]
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protecting themselves from
elephants. The 13 point notice
mentioned avoiding the path of
elephants, not sleeping in the
farm, avoiding crowding near
the elephants or throwing
stones at them among other
precautionary measures.
The notice said that there
are cases when people try to go
near wild elephants out of
curiosity or try to take a selfie,
which leads to the elephants
attacking them.
Principal
Chief
Conservator of Forest (PCCF),
Sanjay Kumar said, “To avoid
people getting close to elephants, the deputy commissioners have been directed to
impose section 144 of CrPC
(prohibitory order) in those
areas where reports of animals
entering village or en route to
village are detected.”

5X[T_W^c^

Kumar informed that elephants are long homing rangers
and keep moving from one
place to another because of their
peculiar feeding habits. “The elephants need more food than any
other herbivore animal and thus
keep moving in search of food
and water. When they come out
of their natural environment
and encounter villagers who try
to drive them away, they become
aggressive,” he said.
Kumar said that the department is working towards chalking out a plant to ensure peaceful movement of elephants and
study the behavourial pattern to
find out what attracts or frightens them. “We are tracking the
path of elephants to study their
movement based on the type of
flora, fauna, crop, water availability and other factors,” the
PCCF said.

3?BAP]RWXbcdST]cba^RZbW^fX]0]]dP[5d]RcX^]
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Morcha (JMM), the second
largest party in the State assembly, has demanded declaration
of drought across the State
and immediate measures for
ensuring relief to farmers.
The Government, on the
other hand, rolled out the
Mukhya Mantri Krishi
Ashirwad Yojana (MMKAY) in
Ranchi on August 10 and dis-

5Pa\TabRPaah^dcPVaXRd[cdaP[PRcXeXcXTb
PbcWTh_[P]c_PSShbP_[X]VX]PUXT[S
SdaX]V\^]b^^]aPX]UP[[PcPeX[[PVT
]TPaAP]RWX^]BPcdaSPh
EX]Ph<da\dk?X^]TTa

CWTUXabcSPh\TTcX]VbcPacTS
^]BPcdaSPhd]STacWT
Q^cc^\d__a^RTbbX]cWT
RWPXa\P]bWX_^U?d]YPQ
=PcX^]P[1P]Z?=16T]TaP[
<P]PVTaBPcXbW:d\Pa
2WPf[PPccT]STSQh9^X]c
BTRaTcPah3T_Pac\T]c^U
5X]P]RXP[BTaeXRTb
6^eTa]\T]c^U8]SXP
<PS]TbW<XbWaPPbcWT2WXTU6dTbcfTaT_aTbT]c8]cWT\TTcX]V
<XbWaPcP[ZTSPQ^dccWTSTeT[^_\T]c^UcWTb^RXTchQh[X]ZX]VcWT
V^P[bP]SSTeT[^_\T]c^UcWTQP]ZfXcWcWT]PcX^]P[_aX^aXcXTbPbfT[[
PbbTTZX]VbdVVTbcX^]bUa^\P[[cWTQaP]RWWTPSb^]W^fc^\PZTcWT
QP]ZX]VV^P[R^\\T]bdaPcTfXcWcWT]PcX^]P[_aX^aXcXTb^]fWXRWP[[
1aP]RWWTPSb^_T][h_PacXRX_PcTP]SVXeTcWTXaeXTfbB^\TQaP]RW
WTPSbcP[ZTSPQ^dccWTSTeT[^_\T]c^Ub^RXTchcWa^dVWX]RaTPbX]V
V^eTa]\T]cbRWT\TbaT[PcTSc^UX]P]RXP[X]R[dbX^]f^\T]
T\_^fTa\T]cfPcTa_^fTaP]S^cWTab
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5XT[S6T]TaP[<P]PVTaD]X^]1P]Z^U8]SXP?aPeX]BWPa\Pd]Uda[TScWT
caXR^[^da^]cWT^RRPbX^]^U&"aS8]ST_T]ST]RT3PhPccWT^UUXRT^U
D]X^]1P]Z^U8]SXP5XT[S6T]TaP[<P]PVTa³b^UUXRTPcAP]RWX8]WXb
PSSaTbbBWPa\PaTRP[[TScWTWXVWbPRaXUXRT\PSTQh\PachabX]
UaTTS^\bcadVV[TfWXRW[TSc^^daUaTTS^\BWPa\PP[b^bcaTbbTScWT
X\_^acP]RTP]S]TRTbbXch^UT]eXa^]\T]c_a^cTRcX^]P]ScWTSaXeT^da
QP]ZWPbX]XcXPcTSPRa^bbcWTR^d]cah]P\TS°6^6aTT]±7TP[b^
PS\X]XbcTaTSP_[TSVT^U6^6aTT]R^\\Xc\T]c>]cWXb^RRPbX^]P]S
c^X]XcXPcTcWT6^6aTT]SaXeTBWPa\PP]SEX_P]BX]VWATVX^]P[7TPS
AP]RWX_[P]cTScaTTPccWT_aT\XbTb^U9PfPWPaEXShP<P]SXaBWhP\P[X
AP]RWX?aTbT]ccWTaTfTaTBP\PaYXc9P]P?aX]RX_P[^UcWTbRW^^[AP\
?aPbPS<XbWaP3hI^]P[7TPSAP]RWXBP]YTTe:d\PaB0A0;7TPS
AP]RWXP]S[PaVT]d\QTa^UbcPUUb^UD]X^]1P]Z^U8]SXP
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despite being the number one
school in the city, the school has
not forgotten its moral obligation towards the society where
it not only provides free education to these students but also
gives them free books, notebooks, uniforms, school bags,
water bottles, etc. He greeted the
audience and appreciated the
efforts of the young talented stu-

2[Pbb"$bcdST]cbbX]VfT[R^\Tb^]V
PbcWThRT[TQaPcTSP]]dP[Ud]RcX^]
±HdVPP]cPa²PcEXeTZP]P]SP0dSXc^aXd\
^U3T[WX?dQ[XRbRW^^[AP]RWX^]
BPcdaSPh
APcP];P[k?X^]TTa

dents for their enthralling performance. Concluding the
event, students came together
for the Grand Finale and the
Head Boy Sayan Sahu extended the vote of thanks.

C^W^]TcWTRaTPcXeXch^UcWT
bcdST]cbePaX^dbR[dQPRcXeXcXTb
fTaT^aVP]XbTSX]cWT_aT\XbTb
^UBPaP[P1Xa[P?dQ[XRBRW^^[^]
0dVdbc &4\_WPbXbfPb[PXS
^]cWTPRcXeT_PacXRX_PcX^]^UP[[
bcdST]cb^]ePaX^dbb^RXP[
PcW[TcXRP]SPacXbcXRR[dQb[XZT
[TPSTabWX_P]SeXVX[P]RTYd]Z
\^ST[[X]VbWaP\SPP]
VPaST]X]VP]S4R^R[dQbRXT]RT
X]]^ePcX^]\PcWbR[dQ8C
\TSXPP]SR^\\d]XRPcX^]UXabc
PXSbZPcX]VTcRBcdST]cbfTaTVdXSTSc^SXbR^eTaP]SRaTPcTcWTXa^f]
d]STabcP]SX]VX]cWTXaaTb_TRcXeTUXT[S^UX]cTaTbc8]`dXiP]SWTaXcPVTP
b\P[[`dXifPbR^]SdRcTS^]cWTRd[cdaP[WTaXcPVT^U8]SXPP]S_^bcTab
fTaTP[b^STbXV]TSU^acWTbP\T8]RaXRZTcU^^cQP[[UXaX]VP]SbW^^cX]V
R[dQbcdST]cbfTaTVXeT]caPX]X]V^]ePaX^dbcTRW]X`dTbU^acWTbP\T
8]\^eXTP]SS^Rd\T]cPahbW^ac\^cXePcX^]P[eXST^bWXVW[XVWcX]VcWT
SPhc^SPhXbbdTb^Ub^RXTchfTaTbW^f]
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okaro is soon to get a glider flying training facility
B
under the Directorate General
of Civil Aviation (DGCA). The
DGCA has a given approval to
set up a glider training institute
hereafter assessing the site viability at the Bokaro airport,
informed an official.
“We are at work. Hopefully
the training institute, which
will initially accommodate 30
students, will start functioning
by September. The institute
will be funded by the state government,” he said.
The short-term aviation
training facility, which would
be the fourth of its kind in
Jharkhand after Ranchi,
Dumka and Dhanbad will be
available for all selected aspi-

rants who have cleared their
Class 12 with physics, chemistry and maths, and are at least
16 years of age. Besides any
interested candidates can use
the facility to get trained on
glider flying, said the official.
The state civil aviation
department secretary Praveen
Toppo conducted a review
meeting at Bokaro airport
about the ongoing modernisation work.
Toppo directed the local
AAI official to complete the
terminal building construction works earliest. He also
asked Priyanka Sharma (AAI
official) to ensure that the terminal building must be completed by September, so that
Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCS) can conduct
security and safety checks in

the first week of October.
“We are planning to start
air services (commercial) here
at Bokaro on 15 November on
the eve of Statehood Day,”
added Toppo.
Meanwhile, unauthorised
slum adjacent of Bokaro airport
boundary walls seems to be the
main hurdle. Over 400 houses
(huts) along with cowsheds are
situated at this unauthorised
slum puts a halt on the expansion and development work.
During the meeting,
Bokaro Deputy Commissioner
KN Jha assured to sort out the
issue earliest.
“Bokaro airport is brimming with activity for expanding its capacity under UDAN
(Ude Desh Ka Aam Nagrik)
scheme. Works are being carried out in full swing,”

informed an official.
“Now Bokaro airport is
technically ready, Air Traffic
Control (ATC) tower has
already been installed, said the
official. With the investment of
Rs 8 crore, this ATC tower has
been installed by AAI; It can be
moved at any locations while its
heights are also adjustable
according to the requirements
are the advantage of this tower,”
he added.
With a runway of 1673
meters, the airport will be operational for ATR-72 types of
aircraft. After getting the DGCA
node services of 72- seater passenger aircraft can also fly form
Bokaro airstrip now alongwith
Patna, Kolkata and Delhi, said
an official source.
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aking forward the agenda
of reforms in public sector
T
banks, the Department of
Financial
Ser vices,
Government of India has initiated a multi-layered consultation process and new suggestions at the branch level.
Under this, a consultation
meeting was proposed to generate innovative ideas and separate thinking on various issues
related to banking so that the
banking sector effectively takes
the nation into dollar 5 trillion
economy.
The top management of
the bank held consultations
with branch managers at various locations in the country. In

this context, a meeting of
branch managers was organized by the Indian Bank Circle
Office, Ranchi on Saturday at
the Zonal Office in Ranchi.
This meeting was jointly
presided by Chief General
Manager of Corporate Office G
Mahendra and Zonal Manager,
Prabhat Ranjan Sinha.
The meeting was successfully conducted with the active
participation of branch managers. In this meeting, a useful
discussion was held by Indian
Bank regarding the growth of
branches business, opportunities and growth prospects, customer requirements, improvement in digitization etc. and
sector-specific issues related
to local priorities and needs.
Bank lending to the area
was also discussed in detail
including loans under standup India, Mudra loans, PSB
loans, within 59 minutes etc.
Similarly, agriculture and
SHG Bank finance was also
focused on.
Other sectors such as
retail lending, digital transactions for both convenience
and outreach were also
included in the discussion.
Sinha informed that the
results of this consultation
process are positive. “Branch
managers are the first point
to establish contact with the
public and many new ideas
and suggestions have
emerged from their interactions with them,” he added.

he first stage of the bottomup consultative process
T
designed to generate ideas and
review performance of Banks
and their alignment with
national priorities, is being
conducted at Regional Level on
August 17 and 18by Central
Bank of India, involving all
Branches within the Region’s
jurisdiction. The meeting is
Chaired by Worthy Executive
Director of the Bank Alok
Srivastava. Ajay Kumar Singh,
Regional Manager along with
the Executive Director will be
involved in the entire consultative process & ideation.
This is a first of its kind
consultation where the branches are themselves asked to
review their performance,
deliberate on the issues before
the banking sector, and ideate
on future strategy and the way
forward. The meet focuses on
the ways and means to increase
credit to various sectors of the
economy, enhance use of technology to bring about innovation and enable big data analytics, and make banking citizen-centric as well as more
responsive to the needs and
aspiration of senior citizens,
farmers, small industrialists,
entrepreneurs, youth, students
and women.
As many as nine thematic
papers by domain experts on
various challenges facing the
banking sector, is being discussed during the meet with a
view to suggest reforms in

public sector banks (PSBs),
and the future roadmap for
them. The papers include
increasing digital payments by
Nandan Nilekani, Corporate
governance in PSBs by Uday
Kotak, Credit for India’s
MSMEs by U K Sinha, Use of
technology in PSBs by K
Subramanian, Retail lending A great opportunity by Aditya
Puri, Agriculture credit by
Professor Ramesh Chand and
Dr HK Bhanwala, Export credit in India by David Rasquenha,
Need to Establish Financial
Grid by Dr Charan Singh,
Enabling Bank Credit towards
$5 Trillion Economy by
Soumya Kanti Ghosh.
The meet also reviewing
the bank’s performance and its
alignment with National priorities in areas such as Credit
support for economic growth,
Infrastructure/Industry, Farm
sector and Blue Economy, Jal
Shakti, MSME sector and
Mudra loans, Education loans,
Export credit, Green economy,
Swachh Bharat, Financial inclusion and women empowerment, Direct benefit transfers,
Less cash/digital economy, Ease
of living, Alignment with local
priorities and Corporate social
responsibility.
As result of the consultations, a number of implementable and innovative suggestions come up on how PSBs
in general, and our Bank in
particular, may improve their
performance and what the
roadmap for the future
should be.
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n an attempt to strengthen its
IChief
organisation the State former
Minister Babulal
Marandi led Jharkhand Vikas
Morcha (JVM) on Saturday
announced its JVM Yuwa
Morcha
president
as
Bhupendra Singh.
The party held a meeting
led by the party president
Marandi decided that the party
will strengthen its organisation

in the State and from now it
will raise anti-public issues of
the State Government more
vigorously. Senior Party leader
Bandhu Tirkey was also present
in the meeting.
Speaking on the occasion,
Marandi said that Bhupesh
Singh was earlier also adding
youth with the party and
strengthening the organisation. Singh was earlier Vice
President of JVM Yuwa
Morcha, he added.
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first Hinged Revision
Knee replacement surgery
Swastate’s
performed at Tata Motors
Hospital. This procedure was
performed by Orthopaedic and
Joint replacement surgeon Dr.
Vikas Jain on August 8 under
the supportive guidance of Dr
Sanjay Kumar (Head —
Medical Services) and Dr
Sudarshan Pavan (HOD —
Orthopaedics).
The patient, 64-year-old
M Mishra, operated previously for a primary knee replacement was admitted on August
6 after sustaining a fall leading
to MCL Ligament Injury. After
relevant investigations and
assessment by Anaesthesiologist
Dr. Swastika Chakraborty, this
4 hour long surgery was done
on August 8 for revision knee
replacement using the Depuy Srom hinged prosthesis.
With the good support
from the Physio, Mr. Jaimant
Kumar, Post-operative period
was uneventful and the patient
was mobilized on 2nd postoperative day itself.
Although revision knee
replacement surgeries are common in the western world,
only a handful of support specialty centres in India, pri-

marily in large metros, where
it would cost about 7-10 lakhs.
Such surgeries being performed in TML Jamshedpur is
definitely a good news for the
residents in the city and those
living in this (eastern) region.
Established in 1968, Tata
Motors Hospital was initially
introduced to cater to the
employees of Tata Motors, their
families and its subsidiary companies. With the motto of care,
concern and commitment to
the patient, the hospital
endeavours to offer excellent

care at an affordable price.
The 404 bedded multispecialty hospital is ISO certified and
NABL accredited and has all
the modern equipments and
infrastructure for providing
quality service to their patients.
The hospital boasts of its
surgeons and physicians who
work cohesively, coordinated
manner and do not hesitate to go
beyond their routine for giving
the best care to their patients.
Tata Motors has well equipped
ICU facilities, Level-II
NICU/PICU, for critical patients.
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tarting this year, the Modi
Government plans to hold
Sgrand
celebrations of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel’s birth
anniversary on October 31
annually near his Statue of
Unity in Kevadia, Gujarat. And
the scale of celebrations could
be only second to the Republic
Day parade on Rajpath in the
national Capital.
Interestingly, the legislation
for removal of special status to
Jammu and Kashmir and the
creation of J&K and Ladakh as
two separate Union Territories
will also come into existence
from the same day (October 31).
Top sources said the grand
celebration of Sardar Patel’s
birth anniversary, on the directions of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, will be held at
the Statute of Unity with a joint
exhibition and parade by a
combination of 3-4 different
states every year.
“The celebration will be
nearly as grand as the Republic
Day parade on Rajpath. All
agencies including Intelligence
Bureau, Ministry of Home
Affairs, Director General of all
States and Union Territories
and the Central Armed Central
Armed Police Forces (CAPF)
and
Central
Police
Organisations (CPOs) have
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been directed to initiate action
in a time bound manner and
communicate about the
progress,” sources added.
The Modi Government celebrates Sardar Patel’s birth
anniversary as National
Integration Day or Rashtriya
Ekta Divas after it came to
power in 2014. The Government
has also decided to set up a new
annual award in name of Sardar

Patel for individuals and police
personnel who have dedicated
themselves towards strengthening unity in the country. “The
award of Sardar Patel will not be
based on merely recommendation or nomination. It will purely be based on recipients work
and dedication towards the
country,” said the sources.
According to sources, the
MHA has been given the task
to prepare the modalities for
the annual award. It will be
given only to people who have
been extraordinary in their
work towards building the
nation. “A committee would be
constituted to select the officers
as well as individual people and
their work will be thoroughly
vetted by Central Intelligence
agencies,” sources said.
Besides, BJP also plans to
carry out a padyatra on Sardar
Patel’s birth anniversar y
in the 199 constituencies where
it couldn’t win in the
Lok Sabha polls.
The Statue of Unity, the
world’s tallest statue was constructed at a cost of Rs 2,989
crore. The 182-metre sculpture
has been dedicated to the
nation. In the inauguration
speech, Modi had said that the
statue will be a reminder to the
nation of Sardar Patel’s courage
to thwart conspiracies to disintegrate India.

n an effort to give a boost to
the ‘Make in India’ initiative
of the Government in the
Defence sector and remove
bottlenecks in the acquisition of
weapon systems, Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh has
given the nod for reviewing the
Defence Procurement Policy
(DPP)-2016 by a high-level
committee. The panel will give
its recommendations within
six months about how to ensure
seamless flow of acquisitions
and maintenance of assets.
“The Defence Minister has
approved setting up of a committee under the chairmanship
of director general (acquisition)
to review the DPP 2016 and
Defence Procurement Manual
(DPM) 2009. The committee
will revise and align the procedures with the aim of ensuring
seamless flow from asset acquisition to life cycle support,” the
Defence Ministry said. The DPP
is due for revision.
Giving details of the panel,
officials said it will be headed
by director general (acquisition) and have 11 members not
below the rank of joint secretary or equivalent of Major
General in the Army.
The committee has been
given six months to submit its
recommendations.
With the Government
focusing on military modernisation, acquisition processes
of a large number of military
platforms and weapons are not
moving forward due to procedural delays raising concern.
The terms of reference of
the committee include simpli-
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fying policy and procedures to
facilitate greater participation of
Indian industry and develop
robust Defence industrial base in
the country, and explore ways
hasten Defence acquisition.
It has also been tasked to
examine, wherever applicable,
and suggest ways to incorporate new concepts such as life
cycle costing, life cycle support,
performance based logistics,
lease contracting, codification
and standardisation for acquisition of military hardware,
officials said.
A key mandate of the committee is to recommend measures to promote Government’s
policy to promote domestic
Defence industry and encourage Indian start-ups as well as
research and development.
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he Defence Ministry on
Saturday categorically said
T
there is no plan to privatise the
Ordnance Factory Board (OFB)
and efforts are being made to
enhance the functioning of the
ammunition manufacturer.
This assurance came after several MPs and others raised
concern over the so-called
move to privatise the factories
through corporatisation.
“Discussions are continuously being held by a committee of very senior officials of
the Defence Ministry with
employees federations of OFB
and engage with them in a positive and constructive manner
on all aspects relating to corporatisation of OFB. It was also
clarified that the Government
is not proposing to privatise

S CWXbPbbdaP]RTRP\TPUcTa
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OFB and any apprehension in
this regard is misplaced,” said
Ajay Kumar, Secretar y,
Defence Production.
State-run OFB is a leading
producer of ammunition for
the defence forces, and has over
1 lakh employees.
The Defence Ministry in a
statement on Friday had said,
“Rumours being spread that
OFB is being privatised are
misguiding and with the intent
to mislead workers.”
“Corporatisation of OFB

will bring it on a par with other
Defence Public Sector
Undertakings (DPSUs), it said
adding the interests of the
workers will be adequately
safeguarded
in
any
decision taken on the subject,”
the statement said.
The committee also pointed out that the Government has
been trying to strengthen the
functioning of OFB, including
having taken several steps to
modernise the factories, re-skill
OFB employees at Government
cost, enable development of
products and components with
indigenous technology, the
Ministry said on Friday. Indian
Ordnance Factories are the
oldest and largest industrial
setup which functions under
the Department of Defence
Production
of
the
Ministry of Defence.
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he
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has
T
attached assets worth Rs 261
crore in connection with its
money laundering probe
against a Haryana-based multilevel marketing group that
allegedly perpetrated ponzi
schemes and cheated investors.
According to ED, an order,
under the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA), for
attachment of residential plots,
agricultural lands and residential units belonging to Hisarbased Future Maker Life Care
Private Limited and its two
Directors Radhe Shyam and
Bansi Lal, their family members and associates has been
issued.
:Pa]PcPZP2WXTU<X]XbcTa1BHTSXhdaP__P\TTcbD]X^]7^\T<X]XbcTa0\XcBWPWX]=Tf3T[WX^]BPcdaSPh

The 16 immovable properties that have been attached are
located in Hisar, Adampur,
Kulam, Delhi and Chandigarh
apart from bank balances worth
Rs 252 crore kept in 34 accounts.
The total value of the attachment
is Rs 261 crore, it said.
The ED said it filed a
PMLA case in March this year
after taking cognisance of FIRs
registered against the group by
the Telangana police for cheating common public by propagating a false theme of “a life
turning opportunity to earn
income of Rs 20,000 to Rs 10
lakhs per month”.
It said the group invited
gullible people to become
members of their ponzi pyramid scheme “in the guise of ”
multi-level marketing by sell-

ing products like suit length
and edible items.
“They (promoters of the
group) extensively advertised
their commission model in
which very high commissions
were paid for enrolment of new
members in the down links of
the pyramid,” the ED said.
It alleged funds were fraudulently collected from subscribers as deposit towards
membership in the scheme
through a chain of agents
spread across India.
These deposits collected
through the schemes were illegally diverted into the personal accounts of the directors,
their family members and
other associates and to
other shell companies incorporated by the two directors,
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mid much debate on economic slowdown, Khadi has
a reason to explain the growth!
Unpalatable though it may
sound, the sector that was
believed to be tagged with
‘Dadaji’ and ‘Netaji’ till five years
ago, has made a quantum jump
since then. Yes, the Khadi production, which was of Rs 879.98
crore in the year 2014-15, has
gone to Rs 1,902 crore in 201819 - which is a growth of more
than 100 per cent. Similarly, the
Khadi sale was Rs 1,310.9 crore
in year 2014-15, has gone to Rs
3215.13 crore in 2018-19, recording a growth of over 145 per cent.
Jubilant with Khadi’s
turnover going over Rs 74,323
crore in 2018-19, the Khadi and
Village Industries Commission
(KVIC) Chairman Vinai
Kumar Saxena does not want to

A

believe that it is the maxim of
this untapped sector.
“Even the Village Industries
reached to Rs 71,123.68 crore in
2018-19 with respect to
turnover Rs 31,965.52 crore in
2014-15, with a growth rate of
123 per cent,” he said, adding,
“Khadi has made an average
jump of 62 per cent in Khadi
fabric production in the last five
years, i.e. from 103.22 million
square meters in 2014-15 to
170.80 million square metres in
2018-19. In the fiscal 2014-15,
the share of Khadi in overall
Textile production was 4.23
per cent, which in the year
2018-19 has gone up to 8.49 per
cent, which almost the double.”
Laying stress on how the
artisan-centric initiatives could
make a big impact, Saxena said
during the last 3.5 years, the
KVIC provided more than
32,000 New Model Charkhas

and 5,600 modern looms, which
has increased the Khadi production. “During this duration,
376 new Khadi institutions have
been added along with over
40,000 new Khadi artisans. The
KVIC has also created employment through Khadi in the
remotest part of the country such
as Leh, Ladakh, Kaziranga forest, Sunderban in West Bengal
etc.,” he said, adding, “We, for the
first time, brought Major Textile
corporate like Raymonds,
Arvind Mills and Aditya Birla
Textiles in Khadi sector for its

marketing, which has increased
Khadi sale manifold. KVIC also
brought major PSUs in the
Khadi fold, for purchasing Khadi
gift coupons, for their employees — which has given the business of over Rs 100 crore.”
The KVIC Chairman also
outlined the introduction of emarketing through Paytm,
Shop’nShop and approaching
Universities, Colleges, Schools,
Municipal Bodies etc. for adopting Khadi Uniforms and ceremonial gowns for promotion of
Khadi, which has increased the
reach of Khadi among the
young generation and made it
buyer-friendly. “The introduction of new trendy designs such
as Ladies Westernwear, Modi
Jacket, Modi Kurta, Vichar
Vastra and other high-end
products, with high-quality
stitching, has changed the image
of Khadi,” he said.
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BJP delegation led by party
General Secretary Arun
A
Singh would visit China on
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New Delhi: Chief Justice of
India Ranjan Gogoi on
Saturday said there is a need to
look at the role and functioning of lawyers and understand
why a law graduate’s natural
choice is not the legal profession in spite of great attractions
and opportunities.
The CJI said lawyers act as
advocates and advisors of litigants and help them secure
their rights under the law.
While working for their clients,
they interpret and mould the
law and help the judges in laying down the legal propositions
that have binding effects on the
future generations.
Justice Gogoi, who was
speaking at the seventh annu-

al convocation of National Law
University here, added that
the purpose of law schools is to
bring out lawyers who would
serve the country as prospective leaders of the bar, adjudicators on the bench and educators and teachers.
He said it is time now for
introspection and analyse as to
whether the five-year law course,
a combined degree in law and
arts, has met its ambitions.
He said the five-year law
school model has not entirely
failed in achieving the purpose,
but it has also not brought about
the expected transformation.
“National law schools have
sought to foster intensive fiveyear course, combined degree

in law and arts. This initiative
was on a strong commitment to
improve existing legal infrastructure. Indeed with this
ambition, five-year law schools
have spearheaded critical

changes in syllabi and structure
to bring up new generation of
lawyers who will think more
critically and analyse comprehensive and argue articulately,”
the CJI said.

the ED said.
“Primary objective of the
promoters of the company is to
lure the gullible public with
promises of huge commissions
and with dreams of becoming
rich without much effort quickly,” it said.
“They also cheated the
public by falsely claiming that
their fraud pyramid scheme
was a legitimate direct selling
network scheme by introducing sub-standard products like
cheap suit lengths and supplements,” the agency said.
Probe found that the
accused have fraudulently collected around Rs 2,950 crore
from lakhs of members and the
same has been identified as the
proceeds of crime in this case,
it said.

He said it must be asked as
to how many law schools are
serving the purpose they were
designed for and added that the
primary reason for setting up
the five-year law schools was to
strengthen the bar.
Besides Justice Gogoi, Delhi
High Court Chief Justice DN
Patel, who is the chancellor of
the NLU, Justice Rajiv Sahai
Endlaw, Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal, his deputy Manish
Sisodia, Delhi Chief Secretary
Vijay Kumar Dev, NLU vice
chancellor Ranbir Singh and
registrar GS Bajpai were also
present in the programme.
Degrees were conferred on
the students of LLM and BA.
LLB courses and the toppers

were also awarded with gold
medals and cash prizes. Delhi
Chief Secretary Vijay Kumar
Dev was also awarded a degree
in LLM professional course
and a gold medal.
Justice Gogoi said the fiveyear model was aimed at developing socially conscious
lawyers who serve society by
developing skills in the field of
advocacy, legal aid, legislation
or reforms and also organise
lectures, conferences and promote legal knowledge.
“One will necessarily have
to look on the role and functioning of lawyers and try and
understand why in spite of
great attractions and opportunities that the legal profession

offers, the law graduates natural
choice is not the legal profession,” he said.
He added lawyers also act as
adjudicators, negotiators and
mediators and they are great
educators too. Career in law
firms and corporates have
become popular choices and
continue to remain so, the CJI
said, adding the highly attractive
career at the bar and the bench
also needs to be highlighted.
“Practice of law is a reasonably lucrative profession. I
do not wish to be drawn into the
financial side of the legal profession... All that I would like to
say is that the issue is left to the
members of the bar to ponder
and decide,” the CJI said. PTI

August 24 for a party level
interaction in that country.
The BJP delegation is
understandably visiting China
on the invitation of Communist
party of China (CPC) and
expected to visit some of the
key cities in that country.
In 2014, a 14-member
youth delegation of the BJP led
by the then party National
Secretary Siddharth Nath
Singh, currently a Minister in
Uttar Pradesh, toured China
and interacted with CPC leaders besides holding extensive
discussions at the party level.
This team was in China on
a ten-day visit from October 26
to November 4 having an
extensive visit of Chinese cities
which included Hangzhou,
Beijing and Chongquig. With
the Modi Government firmly
placed at the Centre, the
Chinese are keen to build
“afresh” party level “relationship” with the BJP and in the
process “opening up a second
route” of dialogue on the burning issues, sources said.
Another BJP delegation led
by former Bhagat Singh
Kosiyari had also paid visit to
China on a study tour and met
CPC members. CPC members
have also been meeting BJP
leaders including party
President Amit Shah. In 2015,
Shah met Wang Jiarui, Minister
of
the
International
Department of the Communist
Party of China’s Central
Committee at the BJP headquarters. Jiarui had then
extended an invitation to Shah
to visit China while the duo also
discussed ways of encouraging
people-to-people interaction
between the two countries.
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Nagpur: Delayed payments is
a major headache for Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises,
Union MSME Minister Nitin
Gadkari said here on Saturday,
adding that he was trying to
find a solution to this issue.
Speaking at a convention
of ‘Laghu Udyog Bharti’, an
RSS-linked outfit which works
in MSME sector, he also
promised to rid the national
capital of pollution in five
years.
“The small scale industry
producer never gets payments
on time. And this tires and finishes him. I am seriously thinking, whether it is private or
public sector or Government,
the payment of MSME should
get released in 45 days, and I
am trying to take some con-

New Delhi: The Government’s
market borrowings have
touched C2.54 lakh crore,
which is 57 per cent of the
Budget Estimates, as of June
2019.
The budgeted market borrowing is C4.48 lakh crore for
the fiscal.
On a comparison basis,
the borrowing was 31 per cent
in the same time of the last fiscal, as per the Controller
General of Accounts.
Government raises funds
from the market to fund its fiscal deficit through dated securities and Treasury bills. The
fiscal deficit for the year is 3.3

per cent. At the level of gross
borrowings, which is C7.06
lakh crore, already 60 per cent
has already been taken at C4.25
lakh crore, which is lower than
68 per cent at this time in the
last fiscal.
The Government plans to
borrow C4.48 lakh crore from
the market in 2019-20, marginally higher than the C4.47
lakh crore estimated for the
current financial year ending
March 2019.
Gross borrowing includes
repayments of past loans.
Repayment for past loans in the
next fiscal has been pegged at
C2.36 lakh crore.
IANS
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New Delhi: Two promoter
entities
of
Reliance
Communications (RCom)
have pledged 11.5 per cent
more stake in favour of Axis
Trustee Services, according to
regulatory filings.
Reliance Communications
Enterprises and Reliance
Telecom Infrainvest on August
16 pledged about 11.51 per
cent of their holding in
Reliance Communications
amounting to 31.82 crore
shares in favour of Axis Trustee
Ser vices
acting
as
security/debenture trustee.
A BSE filing on pledge of
RCom shares in favour of Axis
Trustee Services showed that
fresh pledge of 31.82 crore
shares was created on August
16, 2019.
Another filing showed that
Reliance Communications
Enterprises pledged — in two
lots — 8.37 per cent holding
with Axis Trustee Services Ltd,
while Reliance Telecom
Infrainvest too created a fresh
pledge on 3.13 per cent holding in its favour.
PTI

San Francisco: A whistleblower has accused General Electric
(GE) of hiding massive losses by
engaging in a $38 billion
accounting fraud, which is “bigger than Enron”.
In his report this week,
investigator Harry Markopolos
accused GE of utilising many of
the same accounting tricks as
Enron did to mislead the
investors.
“In fact, GE’s $38 billion in
accounting fraud amounts to
over 40 per cent of GE’s market
capitalisation, making it far
more serious than either the
Enron or WorldCom accounting frauds,” said the report.
GE denied the charge saying the 175-page report contained false statements.
“GE will always take any
allegation of financial misconduct seriously. But this is market manipulation - pure and
simple,” Lawrence Culp,
Chairman and Chief executive
Officer of GE said in a statement.
“Mr. Markopolos’ report

contains false statements of fact
and these claims could have
been corrected, if he had
checked them with GE before
publishing the report,” said the
statement. To investigate GE’s
fraud, Markopolos team went
out and located the eight largest
Long-Term Care (LTC) insurance deals that GE is a counterparty to, accounting for approximately 95 per cent or more of
GE’s exposure. Either these eight
insurance companies filed false
statutory financial statements
with their regulators or GE’s
financial statements are false,
alleged the report. The investigator said he got access to these
eight insurers’ statutory financial
statements filed with the relevant
state insurance commissions.
“What they revealed was
that GE was hiding massive loss
ratios, the highest-ever seen in
the LTC insurance industry,
along with exponentially
increasing dollar losses being
absorbed by GE,” said the
report.
IANS

crete decision on this,” he said.
MSME play important role
in creation of employment, he
said.
“So far, MSME have given
jobs to 11.50 crore youths, and
in these five years I am aiming
to add five crore more employment opportunities,” Gadkari,

2aa]VhZ]]daV_U
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Washington: Donald Trump
said on Friday that tech giant
Apple would be spending “vast
sums” of money in the US in a
tweet ahead of a dinner meeting with its CEO Tim Cook.
The men have had several
informal meetings before,
including at Bedminster, New
Jersey, where Trump is reportedly on a working holiday at his
golf course.
“Having dinner tonight
with Tim Cook of Apple. They
will be spending vast sums of
money in the U.S. Great!” he
tweeted at around 7 pm local
time. The meeting follows
Thursday’s announcement
from Apple that it has invested roughly $60 billion in the
US, and currently employs
some 90,000 people in the
country.
Many of the tech giant’s
products are assembled in
China and the company opposes incoming tariffs — an issue
Trump is fixated on — of 10
percent on goods manufactured in China, due to come into
force on September 1.
PTI

who took charge of MSME
portfolio in the second term of
Modi-led NDA Government,
said.
Expressing concern about
the agrarian crisis, he said the
MSME Ministry was also
focusing on handloom, handicrafts and agro processing
industries.
Talking about the pollution
in Delhi, Gadkari said, “I want
to tell you that (with) the
works we have undertaken in
these five years, Delhi will be
completely free of air and water
pollution before we complete
our five years.”
Promoting entrepreneurship was an important mission
of the Government, as without
it “we cannot become 5 trillion
dollar economy”, he said. PTI
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Bhopal: More than C1 lakh
crore have been deposited in
over 36 crore bank accounts
opened under the Pradhan
Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana
(PMJDY), reveals an RTI.
Chandrashekhar Gaur, a
social worker from Neemuch
district of Madhya Pradesh, filed
the RTI seeking the details of the
PMJDY from the Ministry of
Finance. The reply to his RTI
application revealed that till July
17, 2019, around 36.25 crore
accounts were opened under the
scheme in which C1,00,831 crore
have been deposited. The RTI
also revealed that five years after
the launch of the scheme, there
were 4.99 crore or 14 per cent
accounts which still have zero
balance in them.
PTI
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New Delhi: In a bid to seize
illegal cash, the Income Tax
Department has issued a 17point checklist to tax commisioners across the country to
track those who deposited
unaccounted cash during
demonetisation.
In a directive to the
Principal
Chief
Commissioners of Income
Tax and Principal Director
Generals of Income Tax, the
Central Board of Direct Taxes
(CBDT) said that in conitinuation of the handling of
cases related to demonetisation, a verification checklist of
cash deposits has been prepared to assist the assessing
officers so that deviant cases
can be taken up for further
study.
The CBDT move is aimed
at spreading the department’s
net wide and deep to catch
those who deposited unac-

counted cash during demonetisation.
In this latest directive to tax
officers, a 17-point checklist
has been created, which has to
be updated on the department’s server for further action.
All unaccounted cash deposits
made between November 9,
2016 and December 31, 2016
will be examined as part of this
plan.
The checklist also says that
if a taxpayer disputes the
amount, the correct amount
has to be mentioned after
checking with the bank.
The particulars in the
checklist are — return filing
compliance, total income of the
taxpayer in 2016-17, gross
total income (including
exempt income) of the taxpayer in FY 2016-17 and percentage of cash deposit to
gross total income (including
exempt income).
PTI
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Washington: President Donald
Trump is warning of an economic crash if he loses reelection, arguing that even voters
who personally dislike him
should base their ballots on the
nation’s strong growth and low
unemployment rate.
But privately, Trump is
growing increasingly worried
the economy won’t look so
good come Election Day.
The financial markets signalled the possibility of a US
recession this week, sending a
jolt of anxiety to investors,
companies and consumers.
That’s on top of concerns
over Trump’s plans to impose
punishing tariffs on goods
from China and word from the
United Kingdom and Germany
that their economies are
shrinking.
Though a pre-election
recession here is far from certain, a downturn would be a
devastating blow to the president, who has made a strong
economy his central argument
for a second term.
Trump advisers fear a
weakened economy would hurt
him with moderate Republican
and independent voters who
have been willing to give him
a pass on some his incendiary
policies and rhetoric.
And White House economic advisers see few options
for reversing course should
the economy start to slip.
Trump has taken to blaming others for the recession
fears, mostly the Federal
Reserve, which he is pushing
for further interest rate cuts.
Yet much of the uncertainty in the markets stems
from his own escalation of a
trade war with China, as well
as weakened economies in key
countries around the world.
Some of Trump’s closest
advisers have urged him to
lower the temperature of the
trade dispute, fearing that further tariffs would only hurt
American consumers and rattle the markets further.
The president blinked once
this week, delaying a set of tariffs in an effort to save
Christmas sales.
Aides acknowledge it is
unclear what steps the White
House could take to stop a
downturn. Trump’s 2017 tax cut
proved so politically unpopular
that many Republicans ran
away from it during last year’s
midterms.
PTI
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ong Kong democracy
activists kicked off a weekend of fresh rallies on Saturday
in a major test for the movement following criticism over
an airport protest earlier this
week — and as concerns
mount over Beijing’s next
move.
The new marches came as
thousands of pro-government
supporters — many waving
Chinese flags — gathered in a
park to condemn their opponents and support the police, a
stark illustration of the polarisation now coursing through
the city.
Ten weeks of demonstrations have plunged the international finance hub into crisis, with communist-ruled
mainland China taking an
increasingly hardline tone,
including labelling the more
violent protester actions “terrorist-like”.
Democracy activists are
billing the weekend rallies as a
way to show Beijing and the
city’s unelected leaders that
their movement still enjoys
broad public support, despite
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increasingly violent tactics
deployed by a minority of
hardcore protesters that have
cast a shadow.
On Tuesday, protesters
blocked passengers from
boarding flights at the city’s airport and later assaulted two
men they accused of being
Chinese spies.

The images damaged a
movement that until then had
largely only targeted the police
or government institutions,
and prompted some soulsearching among protesters.
China’s propaganda apparatus seized on the violence,
with state media churning out
a deluge of damning articles,
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he shipping agent for an
Iranian supertanker caught
T
in a diplomatic standoff says
the vessel is ready to depart
Gibraltar on Sunday or
Monday, as the US made a lastminute effort to seize it again.
The head of the company
sorting paperwork and procuring for the Grace 1 oil tanker
in the British overseas territory said the vessel could be sailing away in the next “24 to 48
hours,” once new crews dispatched to the territory take
over command of the ship.
“The vessel is ongoing
some logistical changes and
requirements that have delayed
the departure,” Astralship managing director Richard De la
Rosa told The Associated Press.
De la Rosa’s comments
came a day after the US
obtained a warrant to seize the

vessel over violations of US
sanctions on Iran.
It was unclear if that could
happen within a 24-hour time
frame as Gibraltar officials
have said any request to seize
the vessel would have to make
its way through the territory’s
courts. He said the new crews
were Indian and Ukrainian
nationals hired by the Indian
managers of the ship and that
his company had not been
informed about the supertanker’s next destination.
The tanker, which carries
2.1 million tons of Iranian
light crude oil, had been
detained for over a month in
Gibraltar for allegedly attempting to breach European Union
sanctions on Syria.
The arrest fueled tension
between London and Tehran,
which seized a British-flagged
tanker in the Strait of Hormuz
in apparent retaliation.
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orth Korea on Saturday
said leader Kim Jong Un
N
supervised another test-firing
of an unspecified new weapon,
seen as an attempt to pressure
Washington and Seoul over
slow nuclear negotiations and
their joint military exercises.
Pyongyang’s Korean
Central News Agency said that
following Friday’s launches,
Kim expressed “great satisfaction” over his military’s “mysterious and amazing success
rates” in recent testing activity
and vowed to build up “invincible military capabilities no
one dare provoke.” The report
did not mention any specific
comment on the United States
or South Korea.
The launches were North
Korea’s sixth round of tests

he European Union on
Saturday called for “inclusive dialogue” to calm tensions in Hong Kong, where ten
weeks of protests have plunged
the city into crisis and prompted mainland China to take a
more hardline tone.
“It is crucial that restraint
be exercised, violence rejected,
and urgent steps taken to deescalate the situation,” EU
diplomatic chief Federica
Mogherini said in a statement.
“Engagement in a process
of broad-based and inclusive
dialogue, involving all key
stakeholders, is essential.”
The statement came as
Hong Kong democracy
activists kicked off new round
of protests that began over a
plan to allow extraditions to
mainland China.

since late July that revealed
developments of a new rocket
artillery system and two separate short-range mobile ballistic missile systems that experts
say would expand its ability to
strike targets throughout South
Korea, including US bases
there.
KCNA did not describe
what Friday’s weapons were or
how they performed, but it said
that the tests were successful
and strengthened the military’s
confidence in the reliability of
the system.

Pyongyang’s official
Rodong Sinmun newspaper
published photos that showed
what appeared to be a missile
soaring from a launcher
installed on a vehicle and striking what appeared to be a
coastal target. Kim is seen
jubilantly raising his fist while
celebrating with military officials.
“(Kim) said everyone
should remember that it is the
(ruling) party’s core plan and
unwavering determination to
build a powerful force strong
enough to discourage any
forces from daring to provoke
us and to leave any opponent
defenceless against our Juche
weapons of absolute power
even in situations of physical
clashes,” the agency said, referring to the North’s national ideology of self-reliance.
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pictures and videos.
State media also ran images
of military personnel and
armoured personnel carriers
across the border in Shenzhen,
prompting the United States to
warn Beijing against sending in
troops, which analysts say
would be a reputational and
economic disaster for China.
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S President Donald Trump
chaired a meeting on the
U
Afghanistan peace deal with his
national security team that,
the White House said, went
“very well” and negotiations are
proceeding. The talks, attended by Vice-President Mike
Pence, Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo and National Security
Adviser John Bolton among
others, were held at Trump’s
golf resort in Bedminster, New
Jersey, on Friday.
Soon after the meeting,
the president tweeted: “Many
on the opposite side of this 19year war, and us, are looking to
make a deal - if possible!”
According to the White
House, discussions centred
around ongoing negotiations
and eventual peace and reconciliation agreement with the
Taliban and the government of
Afghanistan. The meeting went
very well and negotiations are
proceeding, it said.
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n autopsy on disgraced
US financier Jeffrey
Epstein — who was found
dead in his jail cell — has concluded that he committed suicide by hanging, a coroner
said Friday, answering one of
the questions surrounding his
death.
The ruling comes six days
after the 66-year-old, who was
accused of trafficking girls as
young as 14 for sex, was discovered dead in New York’s
high-security Metropolitan
Correctional Center.
New York’s chief medical
examiner Barbara Sampson
said in a statement emailed to
AFP that “after careful review
of all investigative information,
including complete autopsy
findings” it was determined
that Epstein killed himself.

A

After briefing the president
on the progress of the negotiations in the war-torn country,
Pompeo issued a statement,
saying, “Led by the president,
we are working diligently on
the path for ward in
Afghanistan.”
“In continued close cooperation with the government of
Afghanistan, we remain committed to achieving a comprehensive peace agreement,
including a reduction in violence and a ceasefire, ensuring
that Afghan soil is never again
used to threaten the United
States or her allies, and bringing Afghans together to work
towards peace,” the secretary of
state said.
The meeting was also
attended by Defense Secretary
Mark
Esper,
Special
Representative for Afghanistan
Reconciliation
Zalmay
Khalilzad, Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff Joseph
Dunford and CIA Director
Gina Haspel.
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pping the ante, Pakistan
said on Saturday that its
U
army was “fully prepared” to
face any challenge posed by
India in the wake of current
tensions between the two countries over Kashmir.
Addressing a joint press
conference with Foreign
Minister Shah Mahmood
Qureshi following a meeting of
the country’s top brass on the
situation in Kashmir, Army
spokesman Major Gen Asif
Ghafoor said it was possible
India could launch an attack to
divert the world’s attention
from Kashmir.
“We have apprehension
that India can launch attack to
divert attention but we are
fully prepared to deal with any
misadventure,” he said.
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onservationists warned of
“unprecedented” species
C
declines Saturday as countries
met in Geneva to tighten rules
on trade in elephant ivory and
products from other endangered animal and plants.
Thousands of conservationists and policymakers from
more than 180 countries will
meet for 12 days to evaluate
regulations and species protection listings under the
Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES).
“Business as usual is no
longer an option,” CITES
Secretary General Ivonne
Higuero said at the start of the
meeting, warning that “nature’s
dangerous decline is unprece-

dented.”
The treaty, created more
than four decades ago, regulates
trade in over 35,000 species of
plants and animals and contains mechanisms to help crack
down on illegal trade and sanction countries that break the
rules.

The sense of urgency was
palpable at the conference,
which will evaluate 56 proposed changes to protection
listings, for species of large
mammals like elephants, rhinos
and giraffes, but also otters,
lizards, sharks, and tree and
plant species.
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embers of China’s paramilitary People’s Armed
M
Police marched and practised
crowd control tactics at a
sports complex in Shenzhen
across from Hong Kong in
what some interpreted as a
threat against pro-democracy
protesters in the semiautonomous territory.
The sound of marching
boots and synchronized shouts
echoed from the grounds on
Friday. Officers in green camouflage stood guard at closed
entrances. A stadium security
guard said “it wasn’t clear”
when the paramilitary police
would leave the grounds.
Chinese state media have
only said that the Shenzhen
exercises were planned earlier
and were not directly related to
the unrest in Hong Kong,
though they came shortly after
the central government in
Beijing said the protests were
beginning to show the “sprouts
of terrorism.”
From a distance, police
could be seen conducting drills
in military fatigues, using
shields, poles and other riotcontrol gear. In one exercise,
two groups marched in formation with those in front raising shields as if to protect
themselves from projectiles.
Others behind held red flags
and banners. The words “the
law” and “prosecuted” could be
seen on one.
Outside, dozens of
armoured carriers and trucks
sat in the parking lot of the
Shenzhen Bay Stadium, close
to a bridge linking mainland
China to Hong Kong.
Asked if Hong Kong police
could maintain order or if
mainland Chinese intervention
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is becoming inevitable, Hong
Kong police commander
Yeung Man-pun said that
while they face tremendous
pressure, “I can tell you we’re
confident the police have the
capability to maintain law and
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order.”
Germany, meanwhile, said
it considers China to be a
responsible actor that will
respect Hong Kong laws guaranteeing freedom of speech
and rule of law.
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undreds of pro-China
demonstrators marched
H
through Sydney on Saturday in
response to a growing number
of rallies in support of the
Hong Kong democracy
protests as tensions between
the two groups increasingly
flare in Australia.
They marched through
the city chanting “One China”,
waving the Chinese flag and
holding placards saying “Stop
riots end violence in Hong

Kong”.
“There has been a lot of
violence and violent protests in
Hong Kong,” Sydney-based
lawyer and rally organiser
who asked only to be called
Zhao told AFP.
“And Hong Kong people
have suffered from that and we
want to voice our call for
peace and order.”
Police had to escort a lone
pro-democracy supporter
from the Sydney event after he
was set upon by a mob of
angry demonstrators.
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through the covers.
But on 92, facing his ninth ball,
Smith shouldered arms to a Woakes
delivery that nipped back and was
plumb lbw to leave Australia 234-8.
In total, he faced 161 balls including 14 fours.
Smith turned towards the pavilion,
signalling that he was reviewing umpire
Chris Gaffaney’s decision almost as an
after-thought before replays confirmed
his dismissal.
This series, the first of the ICC’s
new World Test Championship, has
seen the introduction of concussion
protocols designed to allow injured
batsmen to be replaced by a substitute
— previously restricted to fielding duty
alone.
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ustralia batsman Steve Smith
just missed his third Ashes
hundred in as many innings
after returning following a sickening
blow to the neck from a Jofra Archer
bouncer on the fourth day of the second Test against England at Lord's on
Saturday.
Smith’s 92 was the centrepiece of
Australia’s 250 all out in reply to
England’s first innings 258.
The star batsman had made 80
when he was felled by a bouncer from
World Cup-winner Archer, making his
Test debut, timed at 92.4 mph.
The ball struck him on the side of
the neck and head.
Smith, fell face forward onto the
ground. He was wearing a helmet with-

A

out the additional neck protection that
was introduced following the death of
Phillip Hughes after his former
Australia team-mate was hit by a
bouncer in a 2014 domestic Sheffield
Shield match in Sydney.
Smith, who had marked his comeback Test following a 12-month balltampering ban, with innings of 144 and
142 in Australia’s 251-run win in the
series opener at Edgbaston last week,
received several minutes of on-field
treatment involving both teams’ medical staff.
He got to his feet but eventually
retired hurt, with Smith receiving a
generous round of applause as he
walked back into the pavilion.
Australia were then 203-6.
Archer had previously struck
Smith, then on 70, on his unprotect-
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ed forearm with another bouncer during a fiery eight-over spell that cost 31
runs.
And it was that injury, not the blow
to the neck, which an Australia team
spokesman said prevented Smith from
fielding at the start of England’s second
innings.
“Steve Smith is off the field because
of his sore left forearm and has been
taken for a precautionary X-ray of that
arm after being struck there during his
innings,” the spokesman said.
Earlier, Smith’ resumed his innings
as soon as he could when Peter Siddle’s
exit left Australia 218-7.
From the second and third balls he
faced on his return after 46 minutes off
the field, Smith hit two fours off Chris
Woakes — a slammed shot over midon followed by a backfoot drive

SMITH ASSESSED ON PITCH
But the Australia spokesman insisted Smith’s health had not been put at
undue risk by letting him resume his
innings.
“Steve was hit on the neck below
the left ear,” the spokesman said.
“He was assessed lying on the pitch
at the instructions of team doctor
Richard Saw.
“Dr Saw made the precautionary
decision to remove Steve from the field
of play to have him further assessed
under Cricket Australia’s head impact
protocol.
“Steve then passed his assessments and will now be monitored on
an ongoing basis, as is routine.”
Stuart Broad, leading the attack in
the absence of the injured James
Anderson, England’s all-time leading
wicket-taker, took 4-65 in 27.3 overs
and Woakes 3-61 in 19.
Archer finished with figures of 259 in 29.
Australia had resumed on Saturday
on 80-4 with Smith 12 not out and
Matthew Wade, who also made a
hundred at Edgbaston, unbeaten on
nought.
Broad soon had Wade caught low
down by Rory Burns at third slip for
an innings of six that took 45 balls.
Smith, amid some typically extravagant ‘leaves’, completed his fifty when
he lofted spinner Jack Leach over longon for four.
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he reappointed Ravi Shastri
says his primary endeavour
T
will be facilitating a smooth
transition by the time he leaves
the scene. There will also be
room for experimentation, he
said, as the team looks to leave
a lasting legacy.
Shastri, 57, was on Friday
reappointed for a second term.
As per BCCI’s constitution, the
national team’s head coach has
to be below 60 years, the age
Shastri will be approaching by
the time his current tenure
ends. The 2023 World Cup still
a long way and winning 2021
World T20 is the realistic goal
for the team.
“Next two years is to see
that smooth transition happens because you will get a lot
of youngsters coming, especially into the white ball setup.
There will be youngsters coming into the Test match setup as
well,” Shastri told BCCI tv.
“You will need to identify
another three-four bowlers to
add to the pool, those are the
challenges. So that the team, at
the end of our tenure, in 26
months, my endeavour would
be to leave the team in a happier place. So that they can leave
a legacy for the time to come,”
the former India all-rounder
said.
He wants the team to leave
the kind of legacy that future
generations would find it difficult look to emulate.

“I had the belief that this
team could leave a legacy very
few teams have left behind in
years to come, not just for the
moment they are playing but at
the end of it all... The kind of
legacy other teams going down
decades will want to try and
emulate.
“That is the desire, we are
on track. There is always room
for improvement. And with
youth coming in through the
ranks, I think it’s very exciting
time,” he said.
“It’s been superbly consistent if you look at the performance over the last two-three
years. But like I said that is the
bar they have set and now it’s up
to them to raise the bar,” Shastri
assessed the team’s performance
in the last two years.
He stressed on the
improvements the current setup
has made in fielding.
“One thing that is most
important is that over the last
four-five years the biggest
improvement is fielding and the
endeavour is to make this the
best fielding side in the world.
“So it is a clear diktat to
whoever wants to play for this
team the standards of that particular player’s fielding will
have to be of the highest level,
especially in white ball cricket.”
“Collectively, looking at the
coaches, the players, the team
management the endeavour is
to keep this consistency going
and try and take it to another
level.”
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batters set the stage
Saturday for a thrilling
SfinalrionLanka’s
day, reaching 133 without
loss at stumps on day four as they
chased 268 to beat New Zealand
in the first Test in Galle.
Openers
Dimuth
Karunaratne and Lahiru
Thirimanne were involved in a
record opening stand of 133 runs
and benefited from some sloppy
fielding by the tourists. It leaves
05?Q 28=28==0C8

shleigh Barty edged closer
to a return to the top WTA
A
ranking on Friday, reaching the
WTA semi-finals as current
number one Naomi Osaka
retired with a knee injury.
Barty, the Australian top
seed, engineered her second
comeback in as many days,
overhauling Maria Sakkari 5-7,
6-2, 6-0.
But the US Open alarm bells
were ringing for Osaka less
than two weeks before the start
of her title defense at Flushing
Meadows after a left knee injury
saw her retire against Sofia
Kenin — sending the American
into the semis with a 6-4, 1-6, 20 victory.
Men’s top seed Novak
Djokovic also had the trainer on
during his 7-6 (7/2), 6-1 victory over Lucas Pouille, but hoped
discomfort in his right elbow
wouldn’t linger.
The 16-time Grand Slam
champion will next face Daniil
Medvedev, who beat Russian

Sri Lanka needing a further 135
runs to record their first win in
the World Test Championship.
Karunaratne was unbeaten
on 71 off 168 balls with two
boundaries while Thirimanne
was on 57 having faced 132
deliveries and hit four fours.
They were in no mood to withdraw to the dressing room but
bad light ended play 34 minutes
before schedule.
Batting fourth in Galle is not
the prettiest thing for batsmen

and the highest successful run
chase here is 99. But this track
held together and there weren’t
any demons for batsmen making
life difficult.
Both openers were slow off
the blocks with the first boundary coming in the 22nd over.
Karunaratne was the first to
reach half-century with a cut shot
off William Somerville. It was the
Sri Lankan skipper’s 23rd Test
fifty.
Thirimanne reached his sixth
half-century with a flick for four
off Ajaz Patel. After a series of low
scores, he was under pressure to
post a decent figure and the halfcentury will have saved his place
for the next Test in Colombo.
The duo went onto establish
the highest partnership by a Sri
Lankan opening pair in the fourth
innings. It is also the highest partnership by a Sri Lankan pair for
the first wicket against New
Zealand.
Earlier, resuming from the
overnight score of 195 for seven,
New Zealand posted 285 with
Watling top scoring with 77 runs.
He was well supported by the tail
with William Somerville hitting
his highest score in first class
cricket — 40 not out.
Lasith Embuldeniya finished
with four wickets while
Dhananjaya de Silva claimed
three.
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he Bangladesh Cricket Board on
Saturday named South Africa’s
Russell Domingo as the new head coach
of the national team, replacing
Englishman Steve Rhodes.
The 44-year-old has agreed to a
two-year term with the BCB and is
expected to arrive in Dhaka on
Wednesday to take charge.
“He has a wealth of experience and
we have been very impressed with his
passion and coaching philosophy,”
BCB president Nazmul Hassan
said.
Bangladesh were struggling
to appoint a head coach ahead
of hosting Afghanistan for a one
Test series in early
September and a trination tournament
with the visitors
and Zimbabwe.
Hasan said
they chose
Domingo
ahead
of
other candidates because
of his availability.
“We also
sought a full-time
coach... (Domingo)
said he was very keen
to work with the boys
and didn’t want any
holiday breaks. These
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compatriot Andrey Rublev, conquerer this week of Roger
Federer, 6-2, 6-3.
Osaka’s left knee trouble
was more of a concern, the
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Japanese star admitting it put a
cloud over her upcoming US
Open title defense.
“Last year I won the US
Open and this year I’m trying to

play the US Open,” she said.
“I don’t even really think
about winning the tournament.
I just want to have the chance to
play it now.
“If there is a 1 percent
chance of me not playing it, that’s
what’s concerning me.”
Osaka had won
the second set to level
the match when she
first complained of
apparent knee pain
and after one game of
the third set called for
the physio.
With the knee
heavily taped Osaka played one
more game before packing it in
and sending Kenin to the semis.
“This is not the way I wanted to
win,” said Kenin, who will next
play fellow American Madison
Keys, a 6-2, 6-3 winner over
Venus Williams.
French Open champion
Barty will play for a place in the

are the reasons why we found him suitable,” he added.
Domingo, the lone candidate to
face an interview for the post when he
arrived in Dhaka on August 7, said he
was eagerly looking ahead to his new
challenge.
“I have followed Bangladesh’s
progress with keen interest and I am
extremely excited to assist the team in
reaching the goals that they are capable of,” a BCB statement quoted him as
saying.
Domingo was the assistant coach
of South Africa in 2011. He replaced
Gary Kirsten as national team head
coach of the Proteas in 2013 and
remained there 2017.
He led South Africa to semifinals of the 2014 World Twenty20
in Bangladesh.
Domingo will have
compatriots Charl
Langeveldt and Neil
McKenzie among his
support staff.
Bangladesh last
month appointed
Langeveldt as the
pace bowling coach
and
retained
McKenzie as batting
coach.
Former
New
Zealand captain Daniel
Vettori has also been
appointed as new spin bowling
coach up to ICC World
Twenty20 in Australia next year.

final against Russian veteran
Svetlana Kuznetsova, who beat
third seed Karolina Pliskova 36, 7-6 (7/2), 6-3 to end the
Czech’s chances of claiming the
number one ranking next week.
NO 1 NOT FOCUS
Barty said a potential return
to number one wouldn’t be her
focus this weekend.
“I’m in the semis for the first
time here,” she said. “I’m not
thinking of the ranking at all.
Elsewhere in the men’s draw,
France’s Richard Gasquet earned
his first Masters 1000 quarterfinal victory in six years, defeating Roberto Bautista Agut 7-6
(7/2), 3-6, 6-2.
Gasquet won his last contest
at this level in Miami in 2013
and had since lost seven Masters
quarter-finals.
He will play for a place in
the final against 16th seed David
Goffin, who advanced in a
walkover against Japanese qualifier Yoshihito Nishioka, who
could not take the court due to
illness.

7DPLPUHVWHGIRU$IJKDQVHULHV
Test match against Afghanistan and
also the tri-nation tournament,” he
said.
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angladesh Cricket Board have
decided to rest out-of-form
B
opener Tamim Iqbal for next month’s
one-off Test against Afghanistan
following a request from the player,
an official said on Saturday.
Afghanistan arrive later in
August for their maiden Test against
Bangladesh in Chittagong from
September 5.
Chief selector Minhajul Abedin
said Tamim would also be rested
during a tri-nation Twenty20 tournament from September 13 which
will also involve Zimbabwe.
Abedin said the board had
accepted Tamim’s request for a
break. “He will now rest both in the

MORTAZA RETIREMENT?
Bangladesh one-day international cricket skipper Mashrafe
Mortaza has asked for two months
to confirm his retirement plans.
He was expected to confirm his
retirement thoughts after the recent
World Cup where he claimed just
one wicket in eight matches.
The 35-year-old seamer missed
the latest Sri Lanka tour due to hamstring injury and is facing a long
absence from international cricket as
Bangladesh are not scheduled to play
any ODIs until June next year.
Bangladesh Cricket Board
(BCB) last week said they were planning to host a one-off ODI sometime
in September against Zimbabwe to
organise a farewell for Mashrafe.
But the plan has been shelved
following Mashrafe’s meeting on
Saturday with board officials.
“He sought two months to make
his final decision and we said that is
fine,” BCB president Nazmul Hassan
told reporters.
The veteran who made his
Bangladesh debut in 2001 kept playing 50-over ODIs and has alredy
retired from Tests (in 2009) and T20s
(in 2017).
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fter flirting for a few
months with doubles as he
A
recovers from January hip
surgery, Andy Murray on
Friday said that his days in that
speciality are over.
Murray and Feliciano
Lopez lost in the Cincinnati
Masters men’s doubles quarterfinals, going down in what for
the 32-year-old Scot was an
uncomfortable confrontation
with his elder brother Jamie —
who combined with fellow Brit
Ken Skupski for a 6-7 (5/7), 75, 10-4 defeat of Murray and
Lopez.
Three-time Grand Slam
champion Murray, who won
Queen’s Club in June with
Lopez said that he has decided
to dump doubles in hopes of
returning to singles.
He accepted a wild card
into the singles draw at next
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week’s ATP tournament in
Winston-Salem, but he will
not play singles at the US
Open.
Murray said that after playing doubles last week in
Montreal and here in the US,
he’s keen to return to his former
life as a top singles player.

“I realized that if I want to
get back to singles at the highest as quickly as possible, I need
to avoid doubles.
“Doubles was slowing
down everything. Now that
my doubles is done, the focus
will be totally on singles, which
should help in the long run.”
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antasies brim right through us when
one talks of thrilling games. The
rush of adrenaline drives us to
believe in the virtual world and
offers a much-needed break to destress ourselves. Fantasy sports has been popular amongst the Indian audience for quite a
while now. The popular platforms such as
FanMojo, MPL, Dream11 amongst others are
capturing the imagination of people across
the urban and rural belt of our country, with
males below 30 years age bracket forming the
core of the player base.
Surveys reveal that up to 85 per cent of
the users from significant cities play fantasy
sports one to three times a week. Predictably,
cricket remains the front runner in India with
90 per cent of the users playing a fantasy version of the sport, followed by 45 per cent
playing kabaddi and another 30 per cent on
football.

Acknowledging the advancement in the
game sector, one can witness the continual
growth of overall sports as well. The sports
that were less prominent earlier caught fame
and recognition after the concept of fantasy
sports was brought into the light. For
instance, women teams in sports were usually
not given much attention or credit; however,
after the debut of fantasy gaming, people
started getting aware of various games as well
as players, irrespective of the gender or how
prevalent the sport was formerly considered
in the society.
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Indian fantasy sports platforms have over 80
million registered users and are expected to
hit 100 million by the end of 2020. The number of fantasy sports platforms has also
grown from 10 to over 70 in the last two to
three years. The advent and rising popularity
of sports premier leagues in the field of cricket, kabaddi, football, hockey, table tennis, etc.
has not only increased the popularity of
sports but also has given fantasy sports players more chances to engage with their customer base.
Various fantasy game platforms have
hosted plenty number of games in the past
few years across multiple sports categories.
Indian Federation of Sports Gaming (IFSG) is
a self-regulating body for Indian fantasy
sports providers who help regulate the players
in the industry. Daily fantasy sports is a vast
and well-regulated market in more prominent
countries and continents like the USA and
Europe.
With the introduction of IPL in the country, the fantasy gaming industry also witnessed a boom in the sector. Along with the
ICC World Cup stepping in right after the
IPL, the statistics have hitched exponentially
for fantasy sports. Guests selecting their own
players, based upon the current match scenario seemed to intrigue the audience and
hence a significant contributing factor in
making the concept a success.
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A fantasy sports venture allows its users to
handpick their players, use their skill to play
games, compete and win prize money. Most
platforms cover popular sports in India —
cricket, kabaddi and football. To get going,
users have to select a match they wish to participate in and then make a team of their
choice by selecting 11 players playing the
game. As the live game progresses, players
from the team are awarded points, and user
team with the highest points wins the respective cash prize assigned against the match.
Users can participate with entry fees as small
as C27 and increase their stake to as high as
C5000 per game.
The platform is generally focused on the
simplicity of the user experience while playing a game and has many built-in features to
support the quick creation of the user team.
To ease the addition of money, the platforms
offer leading payment options from net
banking, UPI, wallets, credit and debit
card. Like any other fantasy sports
player, the platform makes money in
the form of commission
earned on the capital
invested in the game,
so more the investment, higher is the
commission revenue earned.
For those
looking to crack
the game, each platform indicates
certain patterns than a gamer learns
to master and use to his advantage
over time. For instance, one important tip that most of FanMojo users
follow is making the team once toss
for the match is done and the

playing 11 from both the sides is declared.
FanMojo shares a list on its platform as to
which players are playing for them (the users)
to make a more informed choice while building a team.
71=9>7F5BCEC25DD9>7
Since this form of sport is a fairly new phenomenon, there exist misconceptions about
the gaming concepts — one of them being
that fantasy gaming is fancy betting. But is it
really? Is it betting and is there any defined
term of the bet being “too much”? Well, fantasy gaming is primarily a game of skill,
which allows users to apply their knowledge
of the game, players, teams, weather conditions, to judge and pick their best playing 11
players while making the team. This skill
allows a more informed player to win more
often than not moving the fantasy sports
towards a game of skill and not a game of
chance where users despite their experience
and knowledge will have equal chances of
winning.
Betting, on the other hand, is done on the
game of chance only — how many runs in an
over will a batsman score, how many wickets
will go in this over... This is just pure guesswork, and users with limited knowledge can
guess correctly as well. The bids placed in
fantasy sports are reasonable and reassuringly
legal. The players are picked based upon their
values, where the international bids hike
comparatively higher than the bids for
national ones. However, the game makes it
a point to prove itself as a sport and not
an immeasurable, untamed and illegal
bet.
Besides providing
entertainment, fantasy
leagues over time have
enabled players to participate in the game,
where they can make
active decisions.
With the advent of
fantasy sports, noncricket sports now get the opportunity to grow in prevalence and drive
engagement for their teams. Among
all the emerging games, kabaddi has
gained significant traction over the
past couple of years as these sports
are associated with fantasy league

platforms, which further engages the audience and maintains a grip on them.
9>4ECDBI381<<5>75C
Fantasy industry as a whole faces a lot of
challenges in terms of setting clear regulations and support system for the industry.
The industry is a part of IFSG — which is a
federation for fantasy sports players in India.
IFSG is helping the industry set up regulations to be followed as a standard practice.
As smooth as the process sounds, it isn’t
really a cakewalk. The challenges associated
with fantasy gaming include various
prospects, one of which being dealing with
the Tech Bots. The Tech Bots represent the
advancement in technology and aid the
industry to experiment, innovate and create
better applications. However, when one
develops fantasy gaming portals, the Tech
Bots take their time to learn the game and the
in-built strategies etc. It takes Artificial
Intelligence quite a significant deal of mental
aptitude and development to imbibe the
aspects of fantasy gaming and its entire
process.
Another challenge standing in the way of
success for fantasy game development seems
to be the extensive data and information of
the players involved in the fantasy game. Data
integration and filtration have to be dealt
with carefully before the fantasy sport goes
live or hits a success mark in the industry.
These struggles have to be taken care of to
maintain the CAC (customer acquisition) to
LTV (lifetime value) ratio. Fantasy sports category allows less room for innovation in the
basic product structure due to legal restrictions of the industry. Therefore the fantasy
sports platforms are presenting new endeavours with every passing day to smoothen the
process for end users, ensuring their comfort.
Fantasy sports remain a highly regulated
body, which is changing the entire game of the
sports sector. It is growing into a big industry
with online gaming revenue expected to be
C11,900 cr by 2023, further targeting 10 million users by the end of this financial year.
Opening the doors to various possibilities, fantasy gaming is taking the market by storm.
— The author is an industry insider and
co-founder, U2opia Global
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hri Krishna has played a significant role as the builder of
Indian nation, along with his
other roles — as an emotional guide and spiritual preacher (vide Gita) — the threefold characteristics that are upheld as traits of
the great men of world history.
In this role, he excels the other
great men of history because of his
power to influence the thought
process and lives of the Indians — a
power he continues to wield even
today and perhaps in the ages to come.
The sole reason behind this is that he
inspires the various aspects of life for
an individual. As goes the saying: “In
Krishna breathes the soul of India.” It
is he who represents the heart and soul
of the Indians, as he encompasses the
multifarious phases of Indian history and culture.
It would be no exaggeration to say
that he is a cherished leader of Indian
nation, one who shaped its destiny.
For, he was the chief of Yadavas; the
great hero of Mahabharata war; the
god incarnated teacher of Arjuna. As

S

many great men of the world history,
he is assigned with large number of
victories in battles. It is said that there
was no limit to his strength, power
and energy.
Born in the pastoral Yadava clan,
he started very young when he displayed his great youthful energy
through his various adventures,
including slaying deadly enemies
(like Kansa and his associates, who are
referred to as demons); Putana and
others, who were sent to kill him and
his people. The role he played at
Vrindavana and Mathura as well as at
Dwarka only establishes his influence
over people.
By killing his maternal uncle,
Kansa, he brought peace not only to
his clan, the Yadavas, but also the people of the surrounding regions such
as Gokula, Vraja and Vrindavana.
Further, by defeating Jarasamdha
when he attacked Mathura along
with his ally Kalayavan, a Greek king,
he succeeded in restoring peace in the
area. He followed this by shifting his
people from Mathura to a new king-
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dom of Dwarka which he had established in far off place in the sea.
According to Krishna saga, India
during his times, was divided into
small kingdoms and their rulers and
kings often aligned with one or
against someone. Such conditions
provided Krishna with the ample
opportunity to exert himself as a
Nation-builder by proving his superiority by siding with the worthy
neighbouring kings.
It is also said that during Krishna’s
times, the Aryans had entered his territory near Yamuna-valley. He made
peace with them and later, at Dwarka
by encouraging Arjuna to abduct
Subhadra, Krishna cunningly forged
an alliance between the two mighty
clans of the era — the Yadavas and the
Pandavas.
This move ultimately proved beneficial for the country that emerged as
one strong nation under the rule of the
Pandavas. As a preacher of Gita,
Krishna further played the role of an
unrefuted leader as he not only
addressed the despondency of Arjuna,

urging him to discharge his duty as a
Kshatriya king, but also became
instrumental in the Pandavas winning
the battle of Mahabharata.
This restored peace in major
parts of India under the rule of
Yudhishthira at Hastinapore. Krishna
then went on to build his own kingdom of Dwarka as safe and free from
the opponents. Dwarka nagri, established by Krishna, was said to be surrounded by sea on all sides. Its location proved almost insurmountable to
the enemy kings, with whom he had
to fight. These kings included Bana,
Shalva, Naraka, who were said to be
the rulers of Shontipura, Kashi and
Assam, respectively.
Further, by overpowering these
hostile kings, he spread peace in
those regions and also brought them
in alliance either with the Yadavas or
the Pandavas. For instance, by killing
Bana and Naraka who were rulers of
the far-off regions, he succeeded winning over large number of kings and
princes to his side whose daughters or
sisters numbering sixteen thousand
one hundred had been kidnapped and
held captive by the evil king, Naraka.
Among his several feats, which
provide evidence to his strong Nationbuilding trait, one is the importation
of the heavenly plant called Parijat
from king Indra’s kingdom (which
sounds like some foreign land) to
Dwarka. The second refers to a peculiar type of dance mixed with water
sports which was enunciated by
Krishna at Dwarka for the recreation
of his people. He had accomplished
the feat with the help of divine
women known as Apasaras (which
again sounds like artistes from a foreign land). And finally, his role in the
famous Syamantak-Gem episode
wherein he succeeded in setting right
the vile conspiracy prevailing in his
own people for the possession of the
precious gem.
Finally, recapitulating Krishna’s
role as nation-builder, let us recount
that he has discharged this role
throughout his life within his all leelas at Vrindavana. Mathura-Dwarka
whereby at each step, he ushered in a
new era with a new scenario. The
killing of Kamsa and his associates to
restore peace at Mathura and in the
region. Next, his encounters at
Dwarka and at Hastinapore during the
Mahabharata war, too reveal his
many-sided involvement for the
preservation of the countrymen by
destroying all those who stood against
his mission. All his feats establish him
as a wise man, a sharp statesman and
good administrator — all qualities of
a true leader.
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ustice delayed is justice denied, goes the popular saying. But the question is why is justice delayed? As the
Chief Justice of India expresses concern that over the
1,000 cases that are pending for 50 years in courts across
the country and over two lakh for 25 years, it certainly
needs to be figured why. Statistics are rather mindboggling.
There are over 90 lakh civil cases and 2.1 crore criminal
cases that are waiting justice in India. Details, if sought may
prove to be revealing, because as per the Chief Justice, the
total pendency in criminal cases at the summoning stage
is more than one crore. The responsibility for summoning lies solely with the executive. That there is “a growing
trend of belligerent and reckless behaviour on the part of
some individuals and groups” in the society, is the unfortunate side of this story. There is a need to think seriously about what is to be done. The public faith and confidence in the institution is still intact, as evident from the
promptness with which people seek legal recourse when
they are dissatisfied with the executive action. What is worrying is that executive intransigence and callousness coupled with delay in judicial redressal may someday leave
people in a state of hopelessness. That certainly would be
a severe blow to a democratic state. It is the balance of
power between the executive, legislature and judiciary and
an independent fourth state that keeps a democracy ticking. And with judiciary being the final arbiter, the populace has a belief that in the end truth does prevail. Lately,
there have been disturbing portends as attempts to discredit institutions on which public faith rests are on the rise.
How do we face this challenge? Some of the suggestions
made by the Chief Justice himself would certainly help.
But there is a need to do more. There are certain weaknesses in the legal system that must be addressed. It must
be realised that the executive ego is a major reason for creating litigious people. If the executive decisions are reason driven rather than ego driven, things would be much
smoother. To curb such tendencies on the part of the executive, the law of Torts needs to be strengthened. It is ironical that the executive fights the public with public fund,
whereas the public is forced to pay from their hard earned
money. If the executive is made to understand that in case
their actions do not stand the scrutiny of law, they may
be made liable for the costs that have been incurred on
the part of the system and the victim, who is litigant. When
the point of law gets adjudicated, there is hardly any need
to drag the matter further. Maximum number of pendency in the civil matters are due to this tendency to drag and
delay matters. From one court to another, from single bench
to double bench to a larger bench and so on. Yes, it is a
legal right to seek such redressals. Only, if the executive
is found deliberately delaying the matter, the order as to
costs in case of the litigant getting matter adjudicated in
his or her favour must be given and liability must be fixed.
Feeding personal ego at public cost is just not fair.
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f numbers are to be believed, almost 3
billion people in the world today have the
access of internet and more than 2 billion
people use Facebook alone. The rise of digital world has helped people to instantly connect with any person in the world and you
can access all types of information from
across the world using Google and watch the
lessons on virtually any topic from the
experts by tuning on to their YouTube
Channel. There is no need today to stand in
queue to buy tickets, pay your bills, or transfer money as you can do everything online
by a click of button on your mobile phone.
We have become so used to, rather
addicted to, social media that the first thing
we do when we get up in the morning is to
check the messages or notification on our
mobile phone. We are more concerned
today about the Facebook likes and comments on our posts by our virtual friends
than being liked by our friends, parents, siblings or children.
However, despite the digitisation of the
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world, this generation seems to be less happier, satisfied or social than the previous
ones. The internet may have made things
easier in terms of access but hasn’t necessarily created better relationships.
The digital world comes with its own set
of problems and we still don’t know how to
handle it. No sooner you post your views on
the social media platform, particularly on
political or religious matters, you are trolled
ruthlessly. You can be branded anti-national
for just having a difference of opinion.
Young people are unable to focus on their
studies because of the constant beep of the
notifications on their mobile phones.
Billions of people are wasting hours in the
virtual world, rather than focussing on the
real. The personal life of billions of people is
now open to the world and privacy is virtually dead.
It is, however, futile to blame the digital
world alone for our unhappiness. The internet, social media, or mobile phones are just
tools and we carry the responsibility of using

them to make our life better. We can indeed
make their best use and achieve happiness in
the modern digital world, if only we follow
some steps.
For one, we must learn to have control
over the digital media rather than allowing it
to control us. It is important to manage time
intelligently in the digital world. The first
step thus is to turn off the notifications from
your apps so that they stop disturbing you.
You can see them when you are free or you
wish to divert your mind.
It is better to avoid posting your opinions on controversial issues like politics, religion, reservation which almost always invite
counter-opinions and hate mails. You must
avoid displaying your personal life and affection to your loved ones on social platform.
What is sacred must be kept secret to maintain its sanctity.
One must be careful while making
friends on social media platforms. It is better
to carefully go through the profile before
accepting a friend request. If you don’t agree
with someone’s views, it is better to unfriend
them rather than bearing their hate messages on your feed. You must also not hesitate to block and report the hate mongers,
professional trollers and IT cell members, if
they try to harass you.
We must avoid learning from the
Facebook and WhatsApp University where
most news and information is either fake or
unreliable. It is better to always check the
veracity of the claim before trusting it. You
must also avoid spreading fake news and
hate messages by sharing or forwarding the
same. Digital world and social media is
there to stay. It is better to accept them as
conveniences and use them intelligently to
make our life happier. We must never lose
touch with the real world and real people
because the virtual world can never substitute the living.
BX]VWXbcWTPdcW^a^U" fPhb^U7P__X]Tbb
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t is a known fact that faith heals.
Even scientists accept that faith
does wonders. Whenever they cannot explain how a patient suffering from
a serious disease got cured, they give
credit to faith. Yes, faith is a reality in
our lives and it does much more than
heal. I am a beneficiary of faith as it
strengthened in me over the years.
Faith gave me hope. The feelings of
helplessness and sadness slowly left me.
I am sure everyone has experienced
such a feeling when something good
happened to them, even if momentarily. This could be due to some material gain. Faith does much more; it gives
a lasting feeling. Hope generated due to
material gains is lost as easily as it comes
when there is some setback. Faith is not
that fickle; it makes one mentally stable over a period of time. Because faith
is reinforced with each new realisation/
experience.
Earlier, I used to get depressed
when some sickness struck me or my
near and dear one. Now I pray to God
for guidance and help. And guidance
and help arrives. No longer is there a
dark feeling of something sinister waiting to happen. I am engaged in positive
acts with hope that things will work out.
When I compare my present attitude to
when I was not so faithful, I am
amazed by the change. Now, God — the
omniscient is in the picture. Not only
does God give the right intuitions but
He helps also by arranging help, which
arrives mysteriously. No longer can I
treat it as mere coincidence, because that
cannot happen every time.
Painful mood swings ail a modern
man, who expects quick solutions.
One is given to extreme emotions. And
it hurts. It is no wonder that Lord
Krishna has spoken about equanimity
so extensively in the Geeta. God wants
us to develop this quality, and it can be
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done with the help of faith in a very lasting manner. Gone will be the days of
extreme emotions or severe ups and
downs in the mood. Certainly, there
would be changes in the mood because
we are human, but such variations
would be small and tolerable. Peace will
come gradually. And this peace can not
come without God consciousness. How
can we be assured of our future unless
God is involved? Can we ensure our
future happenings? No we cannot; we
are too small to do that. Faith will help.
This is not all; faith propels us
towards goodness. This is natural.
Those linked with God are dominated
by the mode of goodness. Faith helps
them to overcome the two lower modes
of passion and darkness. Remember,
these three modes are always vying with
one another for supremacy inside us.
Under the influence of the mode of
goodness one is attracted to acts in
goodness like eating foods in goodness,
seeing what is good like natural scenery,
hearing what is beneficial, etc. Similarly,

one will be naturally inclined to follow
dharma; faith has that power. Not only
that, one will be dutiful because dharma and dutifulness go together. One will
be mindful of what his or her duties are.
One will have duties uppermost in his
or her mind while deciding on choice
of activities. Such following of dharma
and being dutiful brings enormous
rewards in one’s life.
Faith makes one feel fortunate.
Gone will be the days when one felt that
he or she was not so lucky. God gets into
the act and things begin to pan out differently. Faith helps secrete the right
chemicals in our brains. After all, our
moods are mostly controlled by the
chemicals that we are producing in ourselves. I can go on because the advantages which accrue to a faithful person
are endless. We just need to get started
on the spiritual journey. No one can
then detract us from that path.
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ong Kong is no more an
H
“Economic City” for
mainland China. It’s turned
itself into a massive political
hotbed. Protest is not ebbing
away. The city has entered into
the third month of demonstrations. Gradually, the protesters are making the city a
theatre of all political activities.
Starting from the resignation of
city chief Carrie Lam, they have
started demanding full autonomy from the central
Government in Beijing, an
independent commission to
investigate police brutality, and
wider political reforms to allow
for direct elections to elect the
representatives of the
Legislative Council. The way
the demonstrations are carried
out and the black-clad vanguards are handling the current
situation, it seems it would not
bring an end to the crisis sooner or later. Are they inviting
another “Tiananmen Square”
type crackdown that struck
China way back in June 1989.
Will the communist bosses in
Beijing allow them the kind of
autonomy the Hong Kongers
are demanding? How long the
crisis in the island will continue? For many in international
politics, these are baffling questions that might take away the
existing liberal atmosphere and
political freedom available to
the islanders forever if the
Chinese Government directly
comes in confrontation with
the protesters.
This summer, Hong Kong
has witnessed the worst political turmoil ever since the territory’s handover to China in
July 1997. The current bout of
protests stated with a demand
for withdrawing the controversial extradition law proposed by the city Government.
And eventually, that Bill was
dropped by the Legislative
Council for an indefinite period, as Lam clarified.
There is another question:
is Hong Kong still crucial for
China? Experts say that if
China behaves more in Maoera style, it might have to
depend on the island more in
commercial terms than political perspective. As China has
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not brought financial and legal
reforms demanded by the global business enterprises, it would
have been possible for the
Communist Party leadership to
make Hong Kong gradually
irrelevant for long-term business transactions. But what
has happened is that China,
particularly under Xi Jinping,
has grown beyond the traditional Communist closet.
China has reached out to
almost all destinations of the
globe. China has grown fast
and entered into the globalised world at ease, but it has
not opened up as it was expected in the West.
This has made the econo-

my of Hong Kong critically
important for mainland China.
The most important aspect of
its economy is that it has been
successful in registering a status within a body of international laws and rules around
the world. This has made Hong
Kong possible to provide it
seamless access to the privileged western markets. This
status has many aspects: a
higher credit rating, low risk
weights for banks, and counter
party exposures, the ability to
clear dollars at ease, independent membership of the World
Trade Organisation (WTO),
equivalent status of its stock
exchange in the US, Europe

and Japan, recognised as a
developed stock market by
global index firms and cooperation agreements with a
number of top security regulators. Besides, most of the foreign direct investment (FDI)
mainly flows through Hong
Kong. The stock domiciled in
the island territory has nearly
doubled in the last decade up
to $2 trillion. Despite the
islanders developing suspicious
attitude towards mainland
China, the territory’s share of
total FDI flowing into the latter, has remained stable at 60
per cent. This is very striking.
It must be admitted that China
has become an international

growth machine. The
Government has turned the
country and its massive human
resources into a hub of foreign
investment opportunities.
Needless to say that this has
resulted into a situation where
the movement of the FDI flowing into the country has
increased at an alarming rate.
But the reality is that most of
the global investors always
prefer to have a legal stamp
from Hong Kong. This is
because of China’s direct refusal
to carry out major reforms as
demanded by a global market
economy.
Besides being an Asian
financial hub, Hong Kong hosts
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major regional headquarters of
the giant multi-national corporations. And ironically, even
after the withdrawal of British
suzerainty over the island since
July 1997, such offices have
increased by two-thirds to
1,500. But the American techno giants such as the Amazon,
Google and Facebook have
settled their offices in
Singapore. With the protests
raging to a record high level,
there has been constant fears
that many of such regional
offices might move to
Singapore in the near future.
A direct military intervention by China is quite unlikely for now. It seems, the Xi

administration is solely banking on the leadership of Lam
and Hong Kong Police for
sending the protesters back
home. By all possibilities, Lam
administration is hoping that
the protesters will lose steam
soon. Even the security experts
feel that very fast popular support would be dwindling for
them. Initially, parents were
marching with their children.
But then now mostly young
ones are on the road and their
parents are highly concerned
about the growing violence
that is fast engulfing the entire
movement. Many of the parents are not giving pocket
money to their wards so that
they have to head home soon.
Another expectation is that
with the beginning of the new
academic session from early
September, the college and
university students have to go
back to their classrooms.
Currently, China and
America are locked in a trade
war. Thus Trump is cheering
the protesters in Hong Kong
and is also saying that Chinese
troops are moving towards the
border with the island. In fact,
China knows very well that
Trump has a formidable
weapon to use in the form of
Hong Kong Policy Act 1992
that recognises Hong Kong as
a separate legal and economic
entity from China. It also
makes Hong Kong an open
economy by all standards. This
might stop China from intervening in the territory directly in the form of a military
attack. This will eventually
breach the above act.
But the bottom line is that
continued protest will block all
the avenues for a peaceful
advocacy of resolving the
conundrum for now and in
future as well. Hope the protesters listen to the writings on
the wall. Else Hong Kong will
soon be turning into a boiling
point of Asia. This will provide
more ammunition to the
Chinese army to intervene just
to maintain the law and order
situation in its own territory.

CWTRRWP]RTb^^U7
7^]V::^]V
cda]X]VXX]c^³³CXP]P]\T]
B`dPaT!!´PPaT]]^caaT\^cTPP
UTfQQT[XTeT7
7^fTeTaUU^a
\P]hXX]XX]cTa]PcX^]P[
_^[XcXRbXXUccWT2
2WX]TbT
6^eTa]\T]cRR^\TbXX]c^
SXaTRcRR^]Ua^]cPcX^]f
fXcW
cWTT__a^cTbcTabXXcf
fX[[
_Ta\P]T]c[hRRWP]VTccWT
[XQTaP[PPc\^b_WTaTPP]S
_^[XcXRP[UUaTTS^\PPePX[PQ[T
c^ccWTXXb[P]STab
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(The writer is an expert on
international affairs)
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he severity of the water crisis in India can be gauged
T
from the fact that it was one of

FWX[TPPbbca^]V[[TVXb[PcX^]
RP]TT]S\
\X]S[Tbb
STbcadRcX^]^^Uf
fPcTaQQ^SXTb
Qh__a^bTRdcX]VeeX^[Pc^ab
X]]]^ePcXeTXXSTPbPP]S
X]RT]cXeTb[[XZTf
fPcTa
RaTSXcb^^accPgQQT]TUXcbRRP]
\PZTXX]U^a\TSRRXcXiT]b
³Rdbc^SSXP]b^^Uf
fPcTa´
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the most important issues that
hogged Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s speech from
the ramparts of Red Fort on the
73d Independence Day.
Acknowledging that nearly half
of India has no access to
potable water, the PM termed
the crisis as a serious deterrent
in the country’s efforts to combat poverty, and announced an
outlay of C3.5 lakh crore for Jal
Jeevan Mission to provide
water to every household.
The moot point is how the
crisis can be overcome in a
“good governance” era for a
“New India”. Rather than echoing the conundrum and allowing panic to cripple our thinking, let us answer three moot
questions concerning the terrible water crisis.
Firstly, that ubiquitous
query: Is the water-situation
indeed bad? Is it too late, or is
there still hope for correction
and redemption?
I would say it is a crucial
issue and most policy-makers
and water resources management departments know that
we are late. A lot of time has
elapsed without thought or
remedial steps since 1971. Yet,
being a positivist and privy to
ground-breaking technologies
that can reshape state of the
nation, I can say there remains
hope for redemption of the precarious situation.
To help address the ground
realities which remain invisible
to most of political leaders
and bureaucrats, we need to lay
responsibility and bring out

strong legislation to end mindless destruction of water bodies.
India is blessed with a
unique geographical location:
river bodies fuel the northern
half and sea coast borders
from below middle-zone States.
There ought to be a law which
enforces the supply of water
from rivers and the seas via
pipeline. Closed pipelines are
the answer to stop wastage of
almost 80 per cent of water
from conservative-forms as
mud-based old dams.
Authorities should levy heavy
fines on violators, but whistleblowers of water-theft cases
must be honoured. Those
opposing the national policy to
link rivers and sea desalinated
water-supply system via robust
pipeline technology should be
prosecuted under the “essential
services” or “treason law”.
Next, the Government
should bring into vogue a
“water-credits” system based
on a ‘reverse water-meter reading” system wherein all water
used is supplied back to a central processing plant by users.
There would no longer be
exodus of villagers to the cities
which have turned into urban
meshes of imprisonment, with
inadequate amenities and are
incommensurate to a growing
population. Village panchayats
can soon transform into suppliers of water for irrigation
needs of the farmers. Each
and every drop can be utilised
properly as the Israelis do.
India possesses new technological methods to generate
electricity beyond the muchpublicised solar-wind-hybrid

padayatras throughout the constituencies to convince the
masses about the need to link
India via pipelines supplying
water of the Brahmaputra and
the Ganga down south to
Rameswaram or from Konkan
or Konaseema sea coasts to
interior districts of Bheed,
Kalahandi or Ahmednagar, etc.
India can afford to constitute committees for delegating
powers but the nation cannot
afford to rest on committees to
examine land-acquisition related knotty tussles for linking the
rivers and seas to its almost
150-billion strong populations.
Let there be no more evaporation of water or funds allocated for water supply.
Let every citizen be branded as the “custodian of water”.
This awareness campaign
should ideally begin at primary school level and permeate
higher echelons of society.
Some innovative ideas like
local bodies offering an exemp8]cWXb9d[h!! (_W^c^PbcaPhS^VRa^bbTbcWT_^[[dcTS2^^d\AXeTaX]2WT]]PXATRTXeX]V\^bc^UXcbP]]dP[aPX]UP[[X]Pcf^\^]cW[^]V\^]b^^]2WT]]PX
tion, say 5 per cent, on propa^dcX]T[hTg_TaXT]RTbSa^dVWcP]SU[^^Sb4gPRTaQPcTSQhR[X\PcTRWP]VTcWTQ^^\X]V_^_d[PcX^]WPbUPa^dc_PRTScWTRXch´b_dQ[XRfPcTabd__[hU^aRX]VX]SXeXSdP[bc^
erty tax for the “reverse-water
T\QaPRT_aXePcTb^[dcX^]b
0?
supply metering system”
should be adopted. Eventually,
types. These innovative and corruption rampant in kering with these must be and embrace innovative solu- we all win. Our future generamethodologies should be har- department of irrigation and declared a “traitor” and fast- tions to tackle the water crisis. tions win. Humanity can be
nessed to end menace of water-boards are villains of track courts bring them to One foresees “New India” with saved from the brink of exterfarmer-deaths, unemployment, the present disaster. Drip irri- justice with a minimum of life Prime Minister Narendra Modi mination. In the ultimate
and water scarcity. While on gation was rendered ineffective imprisonment, as a deterrent giving the clarion call for water analysis however, the willingthis subject, a most advanced by few private players, in con- punishment. Having said this, management. People must ness of the people and moralState like Maharashtra, which nivance with wicked officials. one would still insist upon make it a national movement. ity of our society as a whole will
has 36 revenue districts, has 18 Lack of accountability on part newer technologies with far- I had started the “Rashtriya determine the shape of a land
districts notified as water- of lineage of babulog com- reaching ramifications and Sampati Bachao Andolan” with blessed with many major rivers,
starved area. Why? A major pounds the issue of good gov- path-breaking results as the key the primary focus on water, minor tributaries and a long
cause is the irrational cultiva- ernance. Desalination plants to unlocking the “dry” patch of since no new reservoirs or coastal belt. It is high time
tion of sugarcane as a crop should be set up along the two a State which can only mum- dams have been constructed in water became the next imporbypassing others which would coastlines and water supplied ble — “water, water every- the past few decades.
tant topic of public discourse.
not require as high an amount through pipelines. Pipelines where, but not a drop to drink”!
Water is a natural resource
(The writer is an eminent
of water as sugarcane.
must be declared to be nationThe Government of India as well as a national treasure.
Vested political interests al property and anybody tin- ought to welcome, appreciate Lawmakers should undertake jurist and policy-planning expert)
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7P__X]TbbP]S_a^b_TaXchfX[[QTZ]^RZX]Vh^daS^^ab
cWXbfTTZ0_XTRT^UV^^S]TfbXb^]cWTRPaSbP]S
h^dfX[[WPeTaTPb^]bc^UTT[V^^SH^dfX[[WPeTbT]bT
R^]cT]c\T]cPccWT\PcTaXP[P]Sb_XaXcdP[f^a[SCWT
RPaSX]SXRPcTbcWPch^dfX[[QTUd[[^UT]TaVhP]ST]Y^h
V^^SWTP[cWBTcc[T\T]cX]P]TfW^dbTR^^_TaPcX^]
Ua^\cWTh^d]V^]TbP]ST]R^daPVT\T]cUa^\cWT
b_^dbTXb[XZT[hCWTaTfX[[QTPWTP[cWhT]eXa^]\T]cPc
f^aZ_[PRTH^daR^[[TPVdT^aPR[^bTUaXT]SfX[[]TTS
h^daPccT]cX^]1hcWTT]S^UcWTfTTZh^d\Ph_^]STa
^eTah^daPRR^\_[XbW\T]cbP]SQaX]VX\_a^eT\T]cX]
h^dabRWTSd[TB^\T^Uh^d\PhcaPeT[P[^]VSXbcP]RT
BX]V[Tbh^d]TTSc^QTR[TPaPQ^dcfWPch^dfP]c
Ua^\PaT[PcX^]bWX_QTU^aT\^eX]VPWTPS

H^daUTPaP]SS^dQcbPaTh^daf^abcT]T\XTb6TcaXS^U
cWT\8cXbX\_TaPcXeTh^dbcPh_^bXcXeT7TP[cWXbbdTb\Ph
Q^cWTaCPZTXc^]T\^\T]cPcPcX\TCWX]Z_^bXcXeT[h
PSe^RPcTU^ah^dabT[UPbZ`dTbcX^]bP]STSdRPcTh^dabT[U
>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cfXcWh^daSTcTa\X]PcX^]P]SfX[[
_^fTah^dfX[[PRWXTeTfWXRWbTT\bd]PccPX]PQ[T0
RaTPcXeTb_PaZfX[[X]b_XaTH^dfX[[QT^eTafWT[\TSfXcW
P]^eTabTPb^__^acd]Xch?a^YTRcbcWPch^dPaTPQ^dcc^
[Pd]RWPaT[XZT[hc^S^fT[[AT[PcX^]bWX_fXbTh^d]TTS
c^QaX]VbcPQX[XchX]h^daUP\X[h[XUTQhb_T]SX]V\^aTcX\T
c^VTcWTaCW^bTX]PR^\\XccTSaT[PcX^]bWX_PaT[XZT[hc^
T]Y^hPWP__hVT]Ta^dbUPXaP]SQP[P]RTSaT[PcX^]bWX_
BX]V[Tb\TTcX]Vb^\T^]TfW^Xb_^bXcXeTZX]SP]S
VT]Ta^dbXb^]cWTRPaSb

H^daT\^cX^]bfX[[QTcWTVPcTfPhc^h^dab_XaXcdP[[XUT
H^dfX[[T]Y^hcWTUadXcb^UX]WTaXcP]RTCW^bTUPRX]V
WTP[cWXbbdTb\dbcPSSaTbbbh\_c^\bPcP]TPa[hbcPVT
;XbcT]c^h^daX]]Tae^XRTP]SQ^ShP]Scahc^QaX]V
PQ^dcPQP[P]RTQTcfTT]cWTcf^5^acW^bT^Uh^dfW^
PaT_[P]]X]Vc^bcPacP]TfeT]cdaTcWXbXb]^ccWTaXVWc
cX\TH^d\Ph]^cVTccWTbd__^ac^Uh^dabT]X^abP]S
R^[[TPVdTbH^d\PhUTT[RWTPcTSPcf^aZ>]cWT
_Tab^]P[[TeT[QTP_X[[Pa^UbcaT]VcWU^ab^\T^]Th^d
[^eTPbWT^abWT]TTSbh^dCW^bTfW^PaTX]P
R^\\XccTSaT[PcX^]bWX_h^dfX[[]TTSc^cPZTPRcX^]c^
\PZTbdaTcWPcXc[Pbcb[^]V8UaT`dXaTScP[Zc^h^da
_Pac]TaPQ^dcW^fh^dPaTUTT[X]VBX]V[TbQTeTahR[TPa
PQ^dcfWPch^dPaT[^^ZX]VU^aX]PaT[PcX^]bWX_

;dRZh]d\QTa)
;dRZhR^[^da)FWXcT
;dRZhSPh)<^]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa)!
;dRZhR^[^da)8]SXV^
;dRZhSPh)CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa) "
;dRZhR^[^da) 1[dT
;dRZhSPh)CWdabSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[QT^dcV^X]VP]ST]TaVTcXRCPZTcX\T
^dcc^_P\_Tah^dabT[UP]SeXbXcPb_P^aPbP[^]c^UTT[
V^^SPQ^dch^dabT[UH^dfX[[WPeTcWTSaXeTP]S
STcTa\X]PcX^]c^\^eTc^fPaSbh^daV^P[b3^]³ccahc^
U^aRTcWX]VbPbXc\XVWcQPRZUXaT^]h^d>]cWTRPaTTa
Ua^]cPe^XSVTccX]VX]c^PaVd\T]cbcWPc\XVWc\PZTcWT
T]eXa^]\T]ccT]bTBTRaTc\^cXeTbP]SX]U^a\PcX^]fX[[
RPdbTf^aahH^d]TTSc^V^STT_X]c^cWT\PccTaP]S
[^^ZU^ah^daP]gXTcXTbUTPabP]S_bhRWXRQ[^RZb:TT_
P]ThT^]h^dabdQ^aSX]PcTb>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]c
Pe^XSWTPcTSPaVd\T]cbFWX[TcPZX]VSTRXbX^]bh^d
]TTSc^QTVa^d]STSP]SUXa\H^da_Pac]Ta\PhQTeTah
ST\P]SX]VH^dPaT[XZT[hc^QTeTahT\^cX^]P[P]S
RaXcXRP[cWXb\PhPUUTRch^daaT[PcX^]bWX_

H^dfX[[Tg_TaXT]RTX\\T]bTT]TaVhP]SeXcP[XchcWXb
fTTZ?T^_[TfX[[QTPccaPRcTSc^h^daRWPaXb\PCPZT^dc
cX\TU^ab_^acbP]SPSeT]cdaTPRcXeXcXTbb_PbP]SbPd]P
QPcWb0bcaXRcWTP[cWaTVX\T[XZTSXTcTgTaRXbTP]S
eXcP\X]b\X]TaP[bf^d[ST]bdaTV^^SWTP[cW0QaXTU
ePRPcX^]c^T]Y^hcWTT]TaVhXbX]SXRPcTS2PaTTafXbT
bW^accaX_bP]ScaPeT[b\Ph^_T]PeT]dTbU^ah^da
_a^UTbbX^]P[Va^fcWCW^bT_aT_PaX]VU^aP]X]cTaeXTf^a
R^\_TcXcXeTTgP\bcPabPaTUPe^daPQ[T?PcXT]RTP]S
_TabXbcT]RTfX[[WT[_aTb^[eTQdbX]TbbaT[PcTSXbbdTbH^d
PaT[XZT[hc^UPRTb^\TRWP[[T]VTbX]aT[PcX^]bWX_
0RRdbPcX^]P]S\Xbd]STabcP]SX]VbQTcfTT]cWT\PaaXTS
R^d_[TbPaT[XZT[hBX]V[TbcWXbXb]^ccWTaXVWccX\Tc^VTc
X]c^PaT[PcX^]bWX_

CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[[XeT[XUT^]h^da^f]cTa\bP]S
R^]SXcX^]bfXcW^dcP]hR^\_a^\XbT^]WTP[cWXbbdTb
H^dPaT[XZT[hc^cPZTcX\T^dcUa^\h^daQdbhbRWTSd[T
P]S\P_^dcfWPc]TTSbc^QTS^]Tc^X\_a^eTh^da
WTP[cWH^d]TTSc^QT[Xcc[TU[TgXQ[TP]SbT]bXcXeTX]h^da
P__a^PRW0[^VXRP[P__a^PRWc^P]P[hbTh^da_[P]U^aP
WTP[cWcWa^dVWSXbRX_[X]T\PhQTWT[_Ud[?a^UTbbX^]P[[h
h^dfX[[UX]SbcPQX[XchCWXbXbcWTaXVWccX\Tc^_dch^da
XSTPbX]c^PRcX^]H^daTUU^acbfX[[QTaTfPaSTS1T
RPaTUd[^UP]d]Tg_TRcTSaXeP[PccPRZ>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]ch^d]TTSc^P]P[hbTh^daTgXbcX]VaT[PcX^]bP]S
b_T]S`dP[XchcX\TfXcWh^da]TPaP]SSTPa^]TbCW^bT
fW^PaTR^\\XccTSfX[[UPRTb^\TWdaS[TbX]cWT
aT[PcX^]bWX_H^dPaT[XZT[hc^V^UPaU^aP[^eTX]cTaTbc

;dRZh]d\QTa) (
;dRZhR^[^da)>aP]VT
;dRZhSPh)BPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa) !
;dRZhR^[^da) 6^[ST]
;dRZhSPh) Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa)%
;dRZhR^[^da)?X]Z
;dRZhSPh)5aXSPh
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?PcXT]RTP]S\T]cP[bcaT]VcWfX[[WT[_h^d[TPSP
WTP[cWh[XUTH^d]TTSc^bcPh_^bXcXeTP]SbT]S^dc
V^^SeXQTbc^_T^_[TPa^d]Sh^dBWPaTh^da
\^cXePcX^]P]SX]b_XaPcX^]fXcW^cWTabP]Sh^d\XVWc
WTP[cWT\CW^bTfW^PaTSTP[X]VfXcWPQPSWPQXc[XZT
P[R^W^[P]SVP\Q[X]VcWXbXbcWTaXVWccX\Tc^R^aaTRcXc
2PaTTafXbTd]RTacPX]cXTbP]SR^]UdbX^]bfX[[S^\X]PcT
P]S\PZTh^daV^P[bd]R[TPa2^[[TPVdTbP]S_TTab
\XVWccahc^[X\Xch^daRP_PQX[XcXTbBcPh_^bXcXeTP]SQT
R^]UXST]cP]Sh^dfX[[^eTaR^\TP[[^__^bXcX^]>]cWT
aT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ch^da_Pac]TaP]Sh^dPaT[XZT[hc^UTT[
X]b_XaTSP]S\^cXePcTSCahc^Tg_aTbbh^daUTT[X]Vb
a^\P]cXRP[[hBX]V[TbP]TfQTVX]]X]V\PhR^\Th^da
fPhDbTh^daRaTPcXeTT]TaVhX]P_a^SdRcXeT\P]]Ta

H^daSTcTa\X]PcX^]fX[[_Ph^UU^]cWTWTP[cWUa^]c0
SXbRX_[X]TSP__a^PRWc^_WhbXRP[fT[[QTX]VP]SPST`dPcT
b[TT_fX[[Q^^bch^daT]TaVh0_aTePX[X]VcT]bX^]aT[PcTSc^
PWTP[cWXbbdTfX[[QTaTb^[eTSCW^bTWPeX]Vb[TT_[Tbb
]XVWcb]TTSc^aT[PgPbcWTaTXb]^cWX]VbTaX^dbCWXbXbcWT
cX\Tc^dbTcWTT]TaVhc^aTX]U^aRTP]ST]WP]RTh^da
WPQXcb2PaTTafXbTh^dPaT[XZT[hc^\PZTPR^\TQPRZ^]
PRPST\XRUa^]c5X]P]RXP[[hXcXbPb\^^cWbPX[CWXbXbP
_TaX^S^UX]RaTPbTSbcdShX]V[TPa]X]VP]SaTbTPaRWU^aP
\PbcTabSTVaTT0_aTbcXVX^db_^bXcX^]Pcf^aZXbQTX]V
aTR^\\T]STSU^ah^dPbh^dR^]cX]dTc^VXeTTgRT[[T]c
_TaU^a\P]RT2^]U[XRcbSXUUTaT]RT^U^_X]X^]bPaTU^aTbTT]
X]aT[PcX^]bWX_PaTPH^daaT[PcX^]bfXcWh^d_Pac]Ta\Ph
QTPUUTRcTSH^d\Phcahc^Pe^XSTPRW^cWTa

CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[_a^eTc^cWTQTbc^Uh^daRP_PQX[XcXTb
P]SVT]XdbP]SRaTPcXeXchfX[[QTh^daU^acTH^dfX[[
\d[cXcPbZfXcWTUUXRXT]RhH^dPaTeTabPcX[TP]Sh^da
Tg_TacXbTfX[[QTPRZ]^f[TSVTSQhcWT^cWTabH^dfX[[
QTQdbhcWXbfTTZH^d\PhWPeTc^cPZTX\_^acP]c
STRXbX^]baT[PcTSc^h^da_a^UTbbX^]P[P]S_Tab^]P[[XUT
CWXbSTRXbX^]fX[[WPeTh^dRWPaVTSCWXbXbcWTaXVWc
cX\Tc^X]eTbc\^]ThX]QdbX]TbbTg_P]bX^]CWT
\^]ThfX[[]^cQTP[X\XcPcX^]U^ah^d<XSfTTZP]Tf
Y^Q^__^acd]XchfX[[R^\Th^dafPhH^dfX[[VTcP
cT\_cX]VY^Q^UUTafXcWPWXVWTabP[PahP]S_TaZb1h
cWTT]S^UcWTfTTZh^dfX[[QTWXVW^]T\^cX^]bP]S
WT]RT\PZX]Vh^dP[\^bcPW^\TQXaS8cXb
aTR^\\T]STSc^X]eTbccX\TX]PacXbcXR_dabdXcb

;dRZh]d\QTa)!!
;dRZhR^[^da)ATS
;dRZhSPh)FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa) "
;dRZhR^[^da)?TPRW
;dRZhSPh)FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa) (
;dRZhR^[^da)BZh1[dT
;dRZhSPh) 5aXSPh
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H^dfX[[QTbdaa^d]STSQhWTP[X]VP]SaTYdeT]PcX]V
T]TaVhCWXb_daXch^UcWXb^UT]TaVhfX[[T]WP]RTh^da
RaTPcXeXch?^bXcXeTcW^dVWcbfX[[R^\TTPbX[hc^h^d
4]bdaTh^dR^]cX]dTfXcWh^daWTP[cWaTVX\TCW^bT
UPRX]VWTP[cWXbbdTbPaT[XZT[hc^aTR^eTaQdcXcXbbcX[[
PSeXbPQ[Tc^R^]bd[cPS^Rc^a>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^d
PaTRaTPcXeT^aXVX]P[P]SUaTTUa^\aTbcaXRcX^]b
X\_^bTSQhXSTPbP]SRaXcXRXb\b7^fh^db_TPZh^da
\X]SXbPbX\_^acP]cPbfWPch^dbPh5^ab^\T^Uh^d
_a^\^cX^]bP[PahWXZT^aSTbXaPQ[TcaP]bUTaXb^]cWT
RPaSbCWXbXbPeTahTeT]cUd[fTTZX]P[[Pb_TRcb8]
aT[PcX^]bWX_QTeTahR[TPaPQ^dch^daQ^d]SPaXTbP]S
_aTUTaT]RTbP]SQTW^]TbcfXcWh^dabT[UPQ^dccWT
_^bbXQX[XcXTbFWPcTeTacWTUX]P[STRXbX^]bcXRZc^Xc

BT]cX\T]cbP]ST\^cX^]bad[Th^daWTPacP]S\X]ScWXb
fTTZH^d\XVWcUX]Sh^dacW^dVWcbc^QTX]R^]U[XRcfXcW
h^da_Tab^]P[XchDbTTeTah^__^acd]Xchc^aTb^[eTP]h
R^]U[XRccWa^dVW]TV^cXPcX^]¯QTXc^eTaXbbdTb^afXcW
X\_^acP]c_T^_[TX]h^da[XUTH^dPaT[XZT[hc^WT[_^a
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he other day an old man worried
about his bullish grandson came
asking: “What is in store of his
destiny? He is 9 years old. Has no interest in studies. He doesn’t listen to his
elders. No amount of reprimand or even
beating has any effect on him. He has
become defiant. When his parents show
displeasure towards his unseemly conduct, he himself picks up a stick and
hands over to his father and says: ‘You
want to beat me, please do.’ We tried to
put him in boarding, but he refused to
go. We are at a loss how to reform him.
Please suggest some remedial measure
that may help bring him around.”
At the outset, let me assure you that
if handled with prudence and patience,
this boy will change with time. His
astrological chart suggests as much the
possibility of change towards better as it
reflects his present undesirable behaviour. But remember, he doesn’t seem to
be the type who would respond to commandments. If things are forced upon
him, he will become a habitual defiant,
which is already in evidence. So, the
first thing that needs to be immediately
done is to stop coercive practice —
beating him or shouting at him. Instead,
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engage with him with a sense of love.
Over a period of time, as he realises that
coercive methods have become a matter
of past, he will begin to respond.
Remember, every child is born
unique, displaying varying mind traits.
Try to figure out the trends of his mind
and psyche, and accordingly innovate
ways and means to deal with him. In
this context, I recall a story shared by
someone as to how he and his younger
sibling were handled differently by their
grandfather. Their grandfather, a
teacher by profession, took them under
his charge when he found them wanting
in studies. He enforced strict discipline
on them. Later, the old man realised
that his method was not working on the
elder one. So, apparently in a state of
desperation, he told them to do whatever they liked. “You will yourself bear the
consequences. I am not going to waste
my energy over you,” he said.
Thereafter, he stopped overseeing
his studies, but ensured that he was on
the study table in time. Following
which, the elder one began working
upon himself. Eventually, he performed
very well in the final examination. The
elder one used to wonder, why the two

brothers were handled differently. He
later realised that his grandfather being
a teacher could figure out the mind and
psyche of the two brothers and accordingly conducted them.
The same way, your grandchild is
unique and has to be dealt differently.
The usual way a child is handled in
Indian families won’t work on him. He
has to be led with a force of love, which
in turn, will tempt him to begin making
efforts to prove himself in his own right.
Before suggesting a suitable remedial
measure let me first run through the
astrological pointers to the child’s mind
traits.
Born with Sagittarius lagna, having
Rahu there itself makes him inherently
erratic. Moon being the 8th lord makes
him habitually suspicious of other’s
intent. Moon, the mind-signifier occupying the fiery sign Aries, makes him
impulsive, aggressive, domineering,
intolerant, and impatient. He won’t take
kindly to commandments, as he doesn’t
like to play second fiddle to any. Acting
on instinctive prompting, he will like to
go about unrestrained. If that would not
be enough, Mars, the lord of the Moon
sign, is debilitated and in opposition to
expansive Jupiter and mischievous
Neptune. That makes him all the more
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fiery, rebellious and defiant. If subjected
to continued strain, he may develop
inferiority complex. Mercury placed
adverse to Uranus makes him eccentric.
Venus being combust speaks of a strong
urge for love, which he would be missing. But the good thing is that there is
change of signs between Moon and
Mars, which carries the possibility of a
definite change in his behavioural pattern with time, if tended with a force of
love.
Remember, planets are not doers.
They are indicative of how one’s thought
process works, and which can be very
well redirected through conscious
efforts. The best remedy for a child is to
introduce him to an active game or a
sporting event, which he likes, under
the guidance of a proven coach. Let the
coach turn his eccentricity into a passion towards becoming the lead person
in the game, where after this approach
will help him in his studies also.
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